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Carnival of Death Continues, While Fire Is
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Eating Up Homes and Wiping
Away Fortunes.
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MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,
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HONOLULU
Shocks Heaviest in Years
But Wo Serious Dam-

..

age Reported.
VOLCANO
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TOWARD CITY HALL, NOW A MASS OF CHARRED RUINS.

FIRE SWEEPING UP EVERYTHING IN SIGHT
A. M. THE FIRE, WHICH HERETOFORE CREPT AROUND
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., APRIL 20.-- 5:19
THERE, CREPT BACK FROM
BASE OF TELEGRAPH HILL AND LEFT A FEW HOUSES STANDING
THE WEST AND IS NOW IN FULL POSSESSION OF THE HOUSES ON THE HILL AND WILL NO DOUBT
TAKE EVERYTHING DOWN TO THE WATER FRONT ON VAN NESS AVENUE AND WEST FROM THERE.
THERE IS NO ONE IN
THE MAIN FIRE REACHED OCTAVIO STREET AND IS GOING AT A FAST RATE.
AT THAT TIME IT HAD STARTED AFRESH ON THE SOUTH END
FROM THE FIRE SINCE MIDNIGHT.
LINE OF THE FIRE AND WAS BURNING FAST. THE FERRY BUILDINGS PRESENT A FEARFUL SCENE.
MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, WHO FAILED TO LEAVE THE CITY BY THE FIRST BOAT CANNOT GET
ROADS LEADING TO THE FERRY NORTH AND AROUND AS FAR AS FORT MASON IS
AWAY NOW.
STREWN WITH ALL SORTS OF VEHICLES THAT HAVE BROKEN DOWN, BABY CARRIAGES, WHEELTHE FIRE CAME
BARROWS, ETC., THAT WOULD NOT STAND THE LOADS OVER THE ROUGH WAY.
VERY CLOSE TO FORT MASON LAST NIGHT. IT IS BELIEVED THE FIRE WILL MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP
IT WOULD NOTBE SURPRISING TO SEE IT TAKE THE EUCALYPAS FAR AS GOLDEN GATE PARK.
TUS TREES THAT LINE THE PARK AND BURN THE SHRUBBERY CLEAR TO THE OCEAN BEACH.
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AND KNOX CONTRIBUTE.
Washington. I C. April '. President Konsevelt to
day contributed ?1.""" Hid Senator Knox $"eu fur San
ROOSEVELT

Francisco sufferers.
SEC. METCALF WILL REPRESENT GOVERNMENT.
Washinglon, D. C, April 2'' Piesidetr Roosevelt anj

HOWE

Sensation Creeps Out Upon
the World From Folsom,

STRUCTION OF THE CITY IS
FEARED.
"THE SHOCK IS THE HEAVIEST
IN YEARS.
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"SOME OF THE BUILDINGS ARE
PARTLY DEMOLISHED,
"THE WATER IN THE BAY HAS
RISEN
AND A TIDAL WAVE 18
FEARED.
.
"AFTER SIX MINUTES OF VI.
BRATION THE SHOCKS CEASED.
"THERE WAS PANIC FOR A
WHILE AMONft TMt
oma, WHO HAVE HEARD OF THE SAN
FRANCISCO DISASTER."
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WHICH STANDS ALONE AMONG THE RUINS.

AWFUL CONFLAGRATION

MT. CAPULIN

UNDER CO

Fran-- ,

San Francisco, Cal., April
p. m. San
l8 indescribable.
Women and children, who had comfort-Cisco'- s
darkest hour has dawned into u day of hope. Its able homes a few days ago, slept last night, If sleep was
time of overwhelming disaster and peril has ended and itsi Psslhle, on hay on the wharves, on tho sand lots near
a"d ln U pa,ik,8'
future Is now a subject of general conversation. The nrel
were
the mayor today to break
is practically under control. A clear sky over the Mission open every store, take provisions and distribute them to
district shows the fire there hag been extinguished. The thousands under police supervision.,
spread of flames toward the western addition, the best
Two men were shot and killed this morning,
part of the city remaining, has been stayed and tho only'
Policeman Hood was entering his home when
of tho conflagration to demand attention is that countered by a stranger who attacked him. Flood shot
extending from the Nob Hill section down to the north-- j and killed him.
western part of the water front. The western addition
Special Policeman Snyder also killed a man but the
danger was averted by the use of gun cotton, dynamite details are unknown.
and two streams of water.
rlre novv burning Is all east of Van Ness avenue and
The work of relief started today. A big bakery In north of California street. It will burn itself out down to
the saved district started its fires, and 60,0uo loaves1 of North Ueach water front.
bread will be baked before night. Thousands of people
Thousands of members of families are separated
in lino this morning before a California street
of one anothers whereabouts, and without means
ery. The poljce-anmilitary were present and each per- -, of ascertaining. The police today opened up a bureau of
son was allowed only one loaf. Destitution and suffering! registration to bring relatives together.

"'i'

GREAT AREA

members of the cabinet today devoted the prcnter part of
ho cabinet meeting to discussing the San Francisco situation. It was decided that Secretary Metcalf, who Is a
resident of Oakland, should proceed to the stricken city
at once as a representative of the national government.
He will leave this afternoon. It will be his effort to con-su- it
with the governor .if California and the city authorities of San Kranclsco and advise the national administration what, if anything, may be done, to alleviate the distress there.

ESTROYED

I

FIRE

BY

San Francisco, April 20. The fire in the residence'
section nas oeen stopped on octavio street and is now
confined to Telegraph Hill. Inasmuch as there is a great
burned area between that part of Telegraph Hill now on
fire and the section of the city further west, and since the
fire is practically out m this burned area, llames will
probably not spread much farther ln this section. One
great danger, which may add to fresh fires, is the kindling
of fire In stoves by ignorant p rsons. There is scarcely
a chimney in town tli it is saf to trust to n stoe lire.

DENVER

SMOKE

,..i.i

TROL AND HOPE DAWN lilG
20.-- 2:30

EMITTING

Denver. Colo.. Anrll "fi a
to tho Times from Trinidad, Colo..,
jo. mi. Hpunn, an extinct volcano, eight miles from Folsom, N. M.,
)'
and sixty miles from TrlnMnrf
reported to he emitting smoko' and
heat from a Assure broken in Its,
side by two distinct
shocks felt this morning.
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SENDS FOOD TO SUFFERERS
:

Denver, Colo.. April 20. A special relief train is being loaded today here and will leave this afternoon over
tho I'nion Pacific for San Francisco, bearing Denver's
contributions to the earthquake sufferers.

FAKED SFNRATinw
Kansas City, Mo., April 20, Word
was received by the Postal Telegraph company in this city, to the effect that no serious damage resulted
from the earthquake shocks felt near
Folsom, N. M., this morning.
ALL A HOAX.

Trinidad,
Colo.,
April 20. The
agent of the Colorado Southern wired
the train dispatcher here that the rumor of an eruption of Mt. Capulln
was believed to be a hoax. Ho added
that the mountain looked as It always
had and said that no earthquake was
felt there.
HARR1MAN SHOWS HIS LIBERALITY

Chicago, April 20. E. II. Harrlman
passed through Chicago on a special
train for San Francisco today. It is
said that all of the Harrlman lines
and steamship
Interests, which be
controls, would he placed at the serv- tee of San Francisco. "I have issued
orders," he said, "that tho situation
at San Francisco is to be consrdered
:alove everything else. All motive
power of the Harrlman railroad and
steamship lines. In which I am interested, have been instructed to do everything possible, and with the ut- -'
most energy for tho relief of San
Francisco. I have ordered the collection and immediate dispatch of sup-- :
plies from Ixs Angeles, Sacramento,
'Oakland and other points. I am going as rapidly as possible on a special train to see that these orders are
carried out."

OGDEN CHILDREN SEND RELIEF.
Cgdi n, I'tah, April 20. The school df Ogdeu dismissed at liMiM this morning and tho children are being organized Into relief forces. At 4 o'clock they will send two
Ferry Huilding. Smii Francisco, April
he lire n cars attached to tho Overland Dimited containing food
under control, it h;. in b. ei: checked at Van N s avenue for sufferers of San Francisco. A special relief train
tonight filled with food contributions; Irom
and in the Mission. T! " fir-- Is still ra'inu' nm h of Kus- - leaves
this city.
MILLIONAIRES POOR AS ANY OXE
nan Hill toward the
but will not npr ad we.Probably one-.- i i:
of tin- - city is hiit'.'.
de.-tMeasures ar- Chha'o, April 20. A dispatch from
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA IS ALL RICHT.
taken for the relief ,.f
York
to the Record-Herallute. Last night v. j , .i horrible ono for :!! r l',r.;ees.
,.'iv
Ilerkeley, Cal., April 20. The buildings of the
r
Most of them hp
it
'it f 'id and water mi.l l.t siirier- or California are intact. With tile exception ot quotes Mrs. Herman Oelrlchs, who be.
fore her marriage w as Theresa Fair,
ing was terrible.
two chimneys that toppled over, and some plaster that of San Francisco,
as stiylng: "Prac-ticallt.i n o;
Pakeries at
fell, the college buildings show no result of the
and bread
all of my property Is In ruins.
on er from o..' '.iuj.
I cannot give aid
because I am as
p or as any one else."
i Mrs.
W. K. Vanderbilt, another
CLIFF HOtSE PROBABLY SAFEFLEEING FROM CITY BY THOUSANDS (daughter of Senator Fair, owned iiD
san FraneiM-ot'ai, April 20. The upon thai he
houses In San Francisco,
famous Cliff bouse I a toppled into tin-I- e,t .annot be
New York, N. V., April 20. A San Francisco dispatch ,are said to be destroyed, all of which
without !n-- 1
verified and prolia'p'-in rue
the c uifi inn it is from the Western I'nion says thousands, who spent last surance.
inipo.-sihl- e
to get at f.i
night outdoors, were fairly comfortable, most being shelNOTHING DONE ABOUT
tered by tents. There was considerable distress, howJOINT STATEHOOD.
ever, by heavy fog which came during the night and also .Special
to The Kvenlng Citizen.
by dew.
Washington. D. C. Anrll 20. Tho
KILLING
Thousands of Chinamen are at the ferry wailing tran- statihood conferees were aligned over
Sau Francisco,
" April 2'). Fourt n ii ,n were sportation out of tho city.
lieu lands and mining sections. Noth- Refugees who succeed in getting out of San Francising was done, and ihe conference ad-j- j
billed h.st night by
'li'Ts guarding the n.u,' and I'o-- !
co
are met as they enter neighboring towns by representawas bayoneted an. i.ili" by ini-ilieemen Joseph V. '
urned to meet next Monday.
Andrews secured from the ptnslon
a dispute as to a.nlc r
ional guardsman
The tives of the bakers, who have made large supplies of
bureau H pension for lternard A. Ryd- bread, and who Immediately feed hungry people.
men at the mint v.
ied for utteinptinu i,,l.'
v
In rg. Fort llayard, January 13. 196,
including back pension. Also for
ARRIVE3 IN PITIABLE CONDITION.
MILLS BUILDING WILL BE REBUILT.
R. I), cle Garcia, Supcllo, Sau Mi
I.os Angeles. A.'
New York, N.
April 2". D. (). Mills ?uhl last night guel county, widow of a veteran If
Survivors from San
the Indian wars, pension of $S, Janarrived in this city a: '
ii was his Intention to begin as soon as possible the
on the train our
uary 13, with back pension. He also
of the Southern Ivillc. Many were m pi:. a
;i uction of the Mills building in San Francisco.
He
introduced a pen.-,lobill for C. H. Adrti'ion mi the result
experiences. They iv'av
had no doubt that there would be quick revival of hope ams, quartermaster,
Company I, volgiiphic and almost a. elievable.
and coi.tider.ee, and that the city would be lapldly rebuilt. unteers, 2t.
-
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NO WATER

CENERAL FUNSTON TELLS OF DISTRESS.
Washington, D C, April 2'). The following telegram
was received by the war department shortly after 11
o'clock this morning from General Kunston:
'Iiurned district is now approximately as follows:
From the water front thence west to Jones; thence diagonally to Van Ness and Golden Gate avenue. All this line
is now actively burning. Fire on following line practically
out: From Van Ness, west on Golden Gate avenue to Fillmore; thence sou'h to Market; thenee on an irregular line
thence on an Irregular line
to Valencia and Twenty-sixtinevitable. I le'iuest
to the lay. Famine
way of f.io.l supplier,
In
the
he
done
possible
everything
lentaee and blankets."

AT

CHICAGO, APRIL 20. A CABLE.
GRAM FROM HONOLULU 8AY3:
"AN
EARTHQUAKE HAS OCCURRED HERE, AND
THE DE-

lak-;nora- nt

OFFICIALS ARE MISSING

Washington, D. C., April 20. The treasury department bo far has failed to locate the assistant treasurer or
deputy at Sau Francisco, and it is feared they lust thci
lives.
The only person connected with the
r.
who has hcen heard from, is J. M. McClure, the
has burned bin
He wires that the.
the vaults seem intact. He hits secured a detail of soldiers
to Kuard the vaults and ho says he was unable to locate
the assistant treasurer, therefore, he acted on his own
responsibility.

HERE

New Mexico.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., APRIL 20. THE PEOPLE Or SAN FRANCISCO, HOMELESS AND STARVING, ARE FACING THE AWFUL CALAMITY WHICH HAS OVERTAKEN THE CITY WITH SPIRITING FORTt- TUDE.
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF WEAKNESS IN THE CROWDS OF PEOPLE MOVING BACK RELUCT 4
ANTLY ON EACH ADVANCE, DESTROYING THE FLAMES, WHICH CONTINUE TO SWEEP TOWAK& THE
OCEAN.
THERE IS LITTLE LEFT TODAY OF THE SPLENDID METROPOLIS OF THE WEST, THE CARE
OF 300,000 STARVING REFUGEES, NOW GATHERED IN THE CITY'S PUBLIC SQUARES AND PARKS IS
NOW THE MAIN PROBLEM. THEY MUST BE FED; AND MEAT, BREAD AND DRINK
ARE LACKING.
THREE RELIEF STATIONS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED.
THESE ARE AT GOLDEN GATE PARK, PRESIDIO AND SAN BRUNO.
LOOK LIKE IMMENSE
SAN FRANCISCO
THE HILLS AND BEACHES OF
TENTED CITIES. FOR MILES THROUGH THE PARK AND ALONG THE BEACHES FROM INGLESIDE TO
THE SEA WALL AT NORTH BEACH, THE HOMELESS ARE ENCAMPED IN TENTS, MAKE SHIFTS RIGGED
100,000
IT IS ESTIMATED FULLY
UP FROM A FEW STICKS OF WOOD AND A BLANKET OR SHEET.
SOUGHT REFUGE IN GOLDEN GATE PARK ALONE AND FULLY 200.000 HOMELESS ONES ARE LOCATED
OUT AT THE PRESIDIO YESTERDAY SOLDIERS PRESSED INTO SERAT OTHER PLACES OF REFUGE.
VICE ALL MEN WHO CAME NEAR THE RESERVATION AND FORCED THEM TO LABOR AT BURYING THE
DEAD.
SO THICK WERE THE CORPSES PILED THAT THEY WERE BECOMING A MENACE AND EARLY
SOLDIERS WERE NEEDED FOR
IN THE DAY ORDERS WERE ISSUED TO BURY THEM AT ANY COST.
OTHER WORK, SO AT THE POINT OF THE BAYONET FORCED CITIZENS TO TAKE THE WORK OF
RICH MEN, WHO NEVER LABORED
BURYING.
SOME OBJECTED BUT TROOPS STOOD NO TRIFLING.
BEFORE, LABORED BESIDE THE WORKING MEN N DIGGING TRENCHES FOR THOSE WHO PERISHED
IN THE AWFUL CALAMITY.
A FINANCIAL CRISIS HAS BEEN AVERTED BY MAKING TODAY AND YESTERDAY LEGAL HOLIDAYS AND GIVING BANKERS A CHANCE TO MEET DEMANDS OF DEPOSITORS. THE GUARANTEE THAT
IT IS OFFIHAS BEEN GIVEN LOCAL BANKERS, IT IS SAID, WILL PREVENT LOSS TO DEPOSITORS.
CIALLY STATED THE INSURANCE COMPANIES WILL PAY DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR WHETHER THE LOSS
THIS WILL MEAN. IF THE LOSS TOTALS TWO HUNDRED MILIS CAUSED BY FIRE Oft EARTHQUAKE.
ANOTHER SERIES OF FATALLIONS, THAT A HUNDRED AND TEN MILLIONS WILL BE MADE GOOD.
ITIES TOOK PLACE YESTERDAY, CAUSED BY A STAMPEDE OF 300 CATTLE AT SIXTH AND FOLSOM
STREETS. AT LEAST A DOZEN PEOPLE WERE KILLED. THE WORK OF CLEARING THE CITY HAS
BEGUN AT THE WATER FRONT IN THE BUSINESS SECTION.

RY

A
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Thousands Are Fleeing From the Doomed City, and, Although Relief Is
Being Sent Forward as Rapidly as Possible, Misery and
Distress Beggars Description.

SUB-TREASU-

TOUCHES

rt

FAMINE.

Washington, I). C. April 2d. The war department
has received a telegram from Gen. Funston detailing arrangements made for .supplying concentration camps with
water and stating that no water famine is anticipated.

!

.

OPERA PEOPLE ARE GREAT

SUFFERERS

Oakland, Cal.. April 2". Members of the Metropolitan
Opera company of New York, all victinn of the great disaster, are having for the east today, some via Ogden, and
some via Imx Angeles and New Orleans. The total loss to
the cominy will reach $l."io,ein). Mine. Sembrich places
her personal loss at $20,oo0 oa costume.-- .

SOLDIERS GUARDING
MINT DO
.

I

RAILROADS OPERATING INTO OAKLAND.
Oakland, Cal., April 20. Hoth the Santa Fe
Southern Pacific lines are operating into this city.

a r.

1

YOUNG PHYSICIAN KILLED.
San Francisco, Cal., April 20 Dr. J. C.
a
well known young physician and former uieiii' er of the
city board of health, was killed in his room v. 'lie ChU- :

fomla hotel Wednesday morning.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE TWO.
His uunk was suit to a Carl Watson,
probably a name that ho has decided L assume after making; away
with the money.
Mr. Hnninger, who was beaten out
Citizen Publishing Company
of his money, is an old time Arl.on-Inn- ,
and Is well known locally.
4 PwtcAM for
toilk tta
all
aioooa mil aaattar.
SHAKE IT OFF.

TUE EVENING CITIZEN
roiiad Baity ul WMkly kr
Tie

DO

EEEEEEE

Most economical, and absolutely
cutaln Germicide Is

try to
the appearance of a
room by papering one side only,
as to try to clean it thoroughly
withmt using a Fumlgatnr,
which is a known disinfectant
and germicide.
And you might as well

.
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HIGHLAND
EAST

Opposite

Raynolds'

$1.

AVE.
New Bldg.

AL UQUERQUE,

NET

MEXICO

hi

r PW) VP

Capital,

Surplus

nd

$100,000 r

Interest A 'owed on Savings Deposits

need at

WANTED Position.
Expert lady
stenographer and bookkeeper, Ad- dress H. C.. this office.
s
WANTED A
barber. 113
per week. Box 177, Las Cruces,

g

Corner First St. and Gold Ave.

first-clas-

OOOOOOO OOWOOOOOOOO

SEEK

,r

(Jer-lia-

alvaradoTharmacy
A

5

Montezuma, Trust Co.

Per Word Insertion

FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you InPOSITIONS OPEN
nnr, rnmnetant Arrhltr,. rHm!ta
terested In mines? I have some
rraiiehtmen. Superintendents. Civil. Hertri,l. Me-said to be good deals. Talk with
clianirnl, Matine and Miiunit knfineerl to till position!
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broadri.iymirinoo-- ' woayenr.
Also many Ksecultve,
l
and Salesman noai'ioni and rtod npportnnitie (or
way.
men havinr money to invest with Iheir fwrvicrv Over
u.ooo employers rely on ul for all their hiKh grade
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
rcn. Offices in 13 ritics. High crrade exuu&ively.
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
HAPCOODS (Inc.). Brain Brokers
to trade for city property. T. L.
PIT Chemical building, St.
ui
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
WANTED.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
WANTED A registered drug cleric
300 South Broadway.
young man, able and willing to husI have property in
TO EXCHANGE
tle. S. Vann & Son.

PHARMACY

RAILROAD

if. 4 4

TECHNICAL

TIV

LEININGER'3
DR.
GEO.
GENERAFORMALDEHYDE
TOR is indorsed by hospitals,
hotels and physicians. Price,
Sold only by

X

,he v,'etern Union or Postal Tolc- graph offices for an A. D. T. messenger
ioy, ami ''nd your ad with the cash to The Citizen office, or telephone ditet. or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

7TT

improve

APRIL 20, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

i

rd you can rely upon It, rs we have not failed before, that your
vpney Is r.c' t'irown away. We have lo rented hundreds of houses
Yy p.jr want adt. an well as sold nearly everything we have advertise through them.

LEININGER'S
FORMALDEHYDE
GENERATOR,

lTt

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secare it for you by a small
want ad. n The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

DR. GEO.

sary.
(let rid of them.
Dean's Kidney Tills cure bad backs;
County
City
Oculitla..
14
UrfMt
Cure liiine, weak and aching backs;
Tat Ltrreil Nn Meiclci Oeulit'M.
Cure every form of kidney Ills.
arlrfnl CJreulltll.
North
Ms of local endorsements to prove
TIRM8 OF- SUBSCRIPTION! .W this.
C. A. Hall, machinist In the round
Ii M
mil, aria rar in adranca..
ROT W
house of the Santa Ke 'shops, resi
par month.
kr
ywmail,
ona
Waa4l
dence 2o4 Atlantic avenue, says; "I
f
have had
of pain Just across
fcy Carrier. 60c per month the part ofattacks
niy back Immediately over
will b daliaand In tha the kidneys, some of which lasted an
Tai Ktbmiho CmiMrant
par waak. ac for W entire week.
When they occurred
aftr at taa low rata of 20paid
monthly.
whan
aianth.
rar
ana
there was no let up to the aching, and
for
Iinrtltlng R.tei Bade Known on Application naturally I was on the outlookIf not
something to chock the trouble
aWaawlhara will aanfar a faTor br notlfrln ua radically dispose of it. The last mediaf tha papar.
feunadiatalr en any
cine I tried was Doan's Kidney Tills
to lattara and
ihould ba addraaaad to prootired at a (Into; store. To say that
Tnw Qtimm Jt.ni.iKHiNO Company. Draft, they are worth recommending feebly
and anpraaa monay order
akaaka. poatoffif
They
aaaat a aa4 payakii to thr erdar of tha expresses my opinion of them.
aawtaanr.
quickly removed the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
dun niimONtl'
Co., Buffalo, N.
Colorado I" rents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Automatic 183
Y.. sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
,
THIS TeR0 SOLO
C4.
take no other.
HIS LIFE VERY DEAR A FEMALE "TOUCHER"

".

i

I THE GREATEST

Don't bear unnecessary bunions.
lHirilens of a bail bnck are unuccca- -

County

FRIDAY,

A

Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burdens.
Albuquerque Citizen Shows You
How.

and City of Albuquerque.
UllliM frail Aftiricin Olipttthea.

CITIZEN,

4KCK0000OOiOOCK000

tmWi

Omlal Paper of Bernalillo

EVENING

N. M.

Men's washing and lace
RELIABLE DENTIST WANTED
curtains to launder. Hand work;

-

fr

?-

af. X

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

teLmfjrg qI

ll&9 SSLttk Si

Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk: witn
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Bronn wsy.

Money
On

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs. Horses
Co

CAUGHT IN TUCSON
satisfaction guaranteed.
SINGLE HANDED, SAM WILLIAMS
Mrs. Lug wagons and other Chattels; also on
ton, 411 West Coal avenue.
Full Set of Teeth
fy
BATTLED WITH A BAND OF SHE WILL BE BROUGHT BACK
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
TO Gold Crowns
$6.00 V" U WANTED Tutor for boy of 14 in CEIPTS,
as low as $10.00 and as high
YAQUIS UNTIL HE FELL LIFEFOR
AN
OLD
PHOENIX
CRIME.
,..$1.50 Up
Gold Filling
Latin and mathematics. Two hours as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
f
LESS FROM NINE WOUNDS.
M
50c
Painless Extracting
daily.
Answer, stating qualifica- and strictly private.
One
Time:
Cora Miles, n former resident of
tions, Postofflce box, 351.
month to one year given. Goods reon
nix,
Phot
was
Tucson,
In
arrested
many
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
With his body pierced with
GUAR
W ANTED
your
men,
possession.
rate
In
Good
any number main
Our
bullet, holes and with a gaping wound a charge of robbery, committed here
ANTEED.
for rock work; southern Arizona; are reasonable. Call and see us beIn his forehead, Sam Williams was last November, says the Phoenix Rewages,
borrowing.
30c
an hour; work guaran fore
Constable Iee Redwine,
found dead on the road leading from publican.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
teed for three years. Inquire Abra
who has been working on the case for
Ibe Sultana mine to Carbo, according some
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of Mr. Sellers Being Called to
San FranGisoo the Sale of Lots in
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Cigarmakers' Union Submit
Argument With Request
.That It be Published.

!

ENTERPRISES

HOME

To The Evening Citizen.
by
There la under consideration
IIr- Commercial club tne question of
!h; vniious means, which, by proper
fettering, will tend to the growth and
development of our city. No doubt
one of the best means Is the Inducement ol manufacturing plants to locate here; another means Is to call
attention t these things that the
people of this community are sending their money out of town for, that
can bo produced within our borders.
For instance, th? Commercial club
has recently brought the attention of
the citizens and others to the large
amount of m ney sent to Kansas and
other states for the purpose of supplying this city with the necessary
tggs, cheese,
commodities butter,
etc.
At a recent meeting of the Cigar- makers' union this question of the
city's development was discussed, and
the secretary was requested 10 au- dress a letter to the dally and weekly
papers, calling the attentlcn of our
citizens, and especially the Commercial club, to the fact that by patronizing "nome products in this line, they
would bo aiding in the growth and upbuilding of the city.
During a recent visit to the club
rooms I noticed that there was not
ciin their cigar case a home-madgar, and it was this fact that drew
our attention to the lack of the use
goods, right among
of home-madthose who were advocating the upbuilding of our city by the development of our industries. In this connection it may not be amiss for me tsssz
to submit some figures setting forth
the amount paid out here if our smokers should make It a point to use
the home products. The number of
cigars manufactured in this city at
the present time will average about
iO,0(Mj per month. The average amount
expended for labor per I.Oimi is $15,
or a total expenditure of $90o. The
total sales within the city will foot
up in the neighborhood of 150,000 cigars per month, which at the above
labor expenditure per 1,000, namely,
$15, would amount to a total wage of
an Increase of
$2,250 per month;
$1,330 per month that might better be
kept here and spent among the merchants for supplies for the workers'
families, than sent east for a like use
in eastern towns and cities.
It may be said for the quality of
tobacco used here In the making of
cigars, that there Is none better used
anywhere in the United States than
is used in Albuquerque for the same
grade of product.
The various factories located here
employ none but union lalior, which
fact guarantees to the smoker that
goods, that
when he uses home-madthey have been produced under good
sanitary conditions. An Inspection of
the factories will substantiate the
truth of this claim. It is well known
that numbers of the eastern goods
' are made In penitentiaries,
tenement
houses, and under conditions that
make such products dangerous, when
now
one takes Into consideration
easily Infection can be spread by such
a channel. It may be added In connection with this, that when Presi
dent Roosevelt was police commis
sioner of New York city, that a spe
cial Investigation was made of the
cigar making conditions in that city.
he
As a result of the investigation,
stated that if the public would see or
know
would
the conditions under
which these cigars were made, that
there, would not be any cigars sold
that did not litar tne union label..
CIGAKMAKERS' UNON, NO. 443,
Per C. M. ROSENBAUM,
Secretary.
Albuquerque, N. M., April 17.
-
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the man's anatomy in every direction.
His legs and arms were the only recognizable remnants. Only one ear and
THE PICTURESQUE
U. S. SENATOR WHCM
a small piece of scalp remained of the
OF
WHOM
STATE
head. The heart had been torn from
ARKANSAS SELECTED
the body and cast upon the ground
some distance away.
BY A POPULAR VOTE.
Constable Robert Wilson of Daggett
by which you know a fine .table syrup. All
'was notified of the death and with;
.John Toennls started for the scene.
L,U,e Rock' Ark" Am-i- l
the goodness and fascinating flavor of the
They put the man's legs and arms in a
Is going to send to the United
much-soug- ht
box,
ss
body
and the other pieces of his
West India cane
is rethey placed In a blanket. At Daggett States senate Governor Jeff Davis,
the mangled remains were placed lnWho is. like Tillman, a "cornfield
tained and made even more palatable in
the small jail to await the arrival ot lawyer,'
and proud of It. Staid old
Coroner Plttman.
Fisher has leen regarded for some Senator Janus H. Harry has been de- time as being harmlessly insane. He feated in the state primary, and
spent a term In the county hospital Davis' nomination by the democratic
but it did not. improve bis mind, and party is equivalent
to election, lie
he went back'to the desert. He was
about 50 years of age and as he sel- is a politician who flourishes at close
dom talked to anyone, but little Is range with a constituency that de-- I
knowa of his relatives.
pends upon oral, not printed, cam-- I
The delicate, rich,
arguments. Ho has been at-- j
OOOOvKOOCOK00C palgn
smooth flavor of this
'.orney general onco and thrice gov-- i
ernor. He Is 44 years old.
new syrup will charm
fox
"Jeff," a he is familiarly known,
you. It has a sweetknows what turn will please the class
of voters which he wishes to reach.
ness that will always
The absence of an issue is no bar to
him.
He is the issue himself. He
remind you of what
anLate reports from Atlanta show
always has appealed to the "back
a
spelling country" farmer, and the laborer,
it is made once you
.other change in Carnegie
rules. He spells kiss with four s's.
playing upon their sympathies
and
have learned the Log
their prejudices. He is a good story
Next to Nothing.
Itelltr and a man of great personal
Cabin Fenoche quality
Anyway, John AfexanGer was en- - magnetism, which he knows how to
deavoring to make Zion a beautiful employ to his advantage. In his
city of love.
paigns, "Jeff" devoted the greater
know Log Cabin Maple best maple
part of his time tj the smaller towns
"I dou't care what you say about land to the country districts, for here
Pen-och- e
Leg
Cabin
syrup in the world. You'll find
me," he said angrily. "You can't say j his strength lies.
anything about me you like."
sugar
syrup
ever made.
the best tane
"Hut, ' she said, sweetly, "there is
Annointed Himself.
nothing about you that I like."
'
In his first campaign for governor,
good candy and
Oyama has retired but not to the Davis devised an appeal to sympathy which incidentally proved a
lecture platform.
MAKES HOME SWEET HOME
great advertisement for a proprietary
The book "Penoche Secrets" free with 1"0
"I have with me," began the con- - medicine, and he went through antics
GOV. JEFFERSON DAVIS.
iident young man, "some blank verse that a street fakir could well have
new candy and dessert recipes if you write
copied as an aid to selling the cum- "
be so careful lund. Charges of trickery, and fraud fastened diagonally across his should- ELtCT THE SENATORS,
"Oh, you needn't
TERRIBLE EXPERIENCE
The Towle Maple Syrup Co.
about your expressions," interrupted w l'Ie upins mined t him. trom which ers would be a single suspender strap.
"Those city folks, down there, won't
OF RAILROAD BUILDER
the editor. "I'm not at all sensitive he claimed he was under great ner
WRITES GOV. DAVIS
and there's no rule against profanity. vous strain. He would stop In the speak to me," he would say; "I'm not:
St.
middle of a 'vigorous addrtss, the per- dressed up enough for them." and off
Call it whatever you w ish."
WORM
By Senator-Elec- t
SCREW
CONTRACTED
Jefferson Davis.
spiration pouring from his face, and the coat would come and expose the
of the famous Log Cabin Molasft
Maktn
To the Editor of Kveniug Citizen:
ON
THE C,
WHILE WORKING
Kindly Remarks Concerning Earling. dramatically uncork a bottle and pour one "gallus."
I am a strong believer In the prinIt is reported that Mr. Earling the contents down his back and bos-cY. R. & P. RAILWAY. AND NAR
ciple that United States senators
Hunt-ingto- n
Sought Vindication.
young
Owen
lady
a
from
and
was
charged
Ho
opixm-ent- s
by
his
DEATH.
ROWLY ESCAPED
Hefore his third term as governor, should be elected, as they are la this
were married Sunday in that
with spending more money for
popular vote.
city. The groom is the
this medicine than for his railroad Governor Davis made a campaign for state, by
Artley Wilson, a membtr of the
The people ought to select the ofat work at a mine eight miles from sou of Mr. Al!ert Owen of Rodney. Hej fare Iji the campaign.
vindication, so he styled it. He had
AT
EXPLOSION
Cananea,
ccrps
of
the
construction
......,..
v,o..
Dappetr. vm llternllv blown in nieces i.. .....i- t
been charged with appropriating part ficers without the legislature and 'in
Rio Yaqui & Pacific, one of the Ran
by un exPloslon vMch occurred Sat-- i tl,e consent of every OI10. if he wasn't
his contingent fund, allowed by the this way do faway with the fraud and
of
NANNY
BAIRU
MINt
discharged
dolph lines, has just been
"High Collared Rooster."
"rday morning at 10 o'clock. Kisher,' marrleil Sunday he is likely to be old
Btute, to his personal use. He was corruption In senatorial matters. This
.
from the hospital at Nogales, at'er
,..
His recent race for United States arraigned before a speclul committee will give the poor man a chance.
v...uho has t.een actlniro somewhat oueer- - rilUUKIu i...
u. icw
uy .111'u ii.cn.
l Mil."
having recovered from a peculiar ill MILTON LESHER KILLED BY A ly of late, is believed
Bt'nator was (levoi(l of many of the, of the legislature, and Impeachment
In the states where this office is
have deliber- - ,nore attempts.
to
young
a
is
nice
He
says
ness,
the Tucson Citizen. He
bought and paid for it Is only a quesIN ately Ignited the fuse to a heavy blast mani ,ln(j we no,,e ie )ias formed a l'i'ture.sciiie plays which indelibly Im- - was much talked of, but it failed.
EXPLOSION
PREMATURE
worms,
and
was afflicted with screw
pressed his personality upon the
Davis just had closed all the gam- - tion of the amount of money one is
unl()n that will bring him great happl
THE NAGGIE CLAIM OF THE and then stood ny until it exploited.
narrowly escaped a horrible death.
minds of the people of bis native blliiK houses, pool rooms and Sun
ablo to spend to get the office by corThe force of the explosion scattered ness. (Jalllopolis (O.) Tribune.
MINES.
BAIRO
NANNIE
day
Wilson slept out during the
day saloons at Hot Springs, and ap- rupting the legislature and the peostale.
while in Souora, his hours of wort
"Do you know what is the matter pointed a prosecuting attorney, on the ple have no choice In the matter, since
being at night. About three weeks
A premature explosion In the Nag-gi- e
With those fellows down there In Litrecommendation of the ministers of legislatures do not always reflect
mines,
ago, Wilson noticed an irritation in
claim of the Nannie Baird
tle Hock?" he would ask. "I can tell that city, who, ho believes, will en- public sentiment or the sentiment ol
M.P
vioand about
located near Brice, N.
his nostrils, and finally sneezed
you. They're mad. They're mad as force the law. This followed a cool- the people. These and many other
lently, and ejected a full grown fly. 45 miles' from El Paso, Tuesday afTHE STANDARD PRIMER.
they can be, because they're not in ness between him and the Hot Springs reasons show that the only right way
r,
HA
Lesh-eThis afforded hint temporary relief. ternoon, instantly killed Milton
office any more. I turned the whole officials, who were for Berry In the Is to elett by direct vote of the peocame
a mining man, who recently
A few days later the nostril again be
ple.
Yours very truly.
of liih collared rooster out when senatorial race
set
says
the EI Paso
from Cripple Creek,
came inflamed.
I was first elected your governor, and'
Davis' political promises always
H'
His sufferings wore almost inde- News.
put the men from the plow handles have been made good after election,
Lesher had gone to the bottom of
scribable, and it was feared lie would
in tle ir places."
and he has made tactful use of his
dynamite
lose his reason. He was sent to No- the shaft to set some
He Is quick to see
Tor all that, he had a well oiled, appointive power.
No.
4.
engaged,
he
gales, and there his case attracted charges, and while thus
deception, is a master of details,
elf'n lent political machine.
'a
would
much interest, .wing to its dangerous saw that in one charge there
In his second campaign foj governor knows "everybody in Arkansas." and
Several be a premature explosion. Evidently
character and its rarity.
Davis wore all old, while hat, similar is concedod to be a good lawyer,
Re-batto
e!
operations were performed anil 24 realizing his danger, he signalled
to the-- , worn by the residents of the, Those who claim to know him best.
;arasits were removed. I he screw be drawn up, but before the men
diMriiis which he visited. A pair of say that his methods will be more
worms are very deadly, ordinarily, a working above could get the bucket
white
socks could ho; fined after a few months' residence in
with;
started, an explosion occurred
they eat tueir wav into the brain.
seen above his shoe tops, while
plainly
Mich force that l.esher is supposed to
Mr?!. Bambini, at her parlors, No. have been instantly killed.
preJO!)
avenue,
is
West Railroad
lie was setting five minute fues,
Rail-roa- d
scale. The iron roof of the stabU AN IMPORTANT
VALUABLE LAND
;ve3
pared to give thorough scalp treat but the concussion of the first explosLAND CONTEST.
INVOLVED IN SUIT property of A. S. Uushkevitz was ar- dressing,
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the
treat
ment, do hair
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land
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ingrowing
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bunions and
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vs. Adoldaide K. McKinstrey
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In
huge
the
hole
V.
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'the creditors of the estate of the late house
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Oil.
body was so
ing. Mrs. Uambini's iwn preparation which was that
the properly (iodell, assignee of Alfred Invls
ami a buggy-sheWoodruff,
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twenty-liv- e
of complexion cream builds up the badly mangled as to be wholly unwere
Kvans,
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of
Dr.
J.
have been remanded by the general
the bonds of the deceased adniiuisl r.
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skin anil improves the complexion, recognizable.
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Willis J. Mctlinaib, was argued
The body was taken from the
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stances. If the Spanish Rchool divides the public school
fund. It probably Is illegal; b.lt if the new school is a
private or church Institution, supported by Its patrons,
Published Pally and Weekly
or by donations, or In any way other than by use of public
rctioid fun. Is, then It Is nothing more than the sa'iie kind
By The Citizen Publishing Company
of school which can be found l.i nlmo-- 't every town In New
Mexico. Ii is probably ns much of a religions movement
W. T. McCREIGHT
W. 8. STRICKLER
as it is a race movement. Nevertheless, it is a mistake,
Ptmlness Manager
Fresident
whatever the cause.
The Mexican children need to h- taught nnglis'i nnd
SoiETk
Dcsfcitriiy
to be brought Into daiiy contact and association with th"
Science Willi nil lis marvelous advam emcnis ia le
boys of the community having a dillerent birth l.mgnag.e,
before such disaster as t lint which lias overtake-i- S:in while the laiier in i'.I to be taught Spanish and to I"
nor can the world with nil its bo:is!ed knowlir.to school familiarity with their future fellow
ruction any ipizeiis. As liearin-- on this subject attention i". railed to
edge tell what will follow San Francisco's
schools ol
more than it. could foretell the; fnlowlns of tins desmic-thi- an ar'leie in the irljoinlng column on tinS Hxcrland.
upon the lesser calamity of the eruption of Vesmius.
Wo dig into the mere flvin of the earth.
0
classify our few facts and tail litem the science of Reoi-ogtdualifceii'&tiioiui
8
hut of the vast mysteries that, lie heiieath, the wisest
are as Ignorant ns a new horn hahe. IVath and destruc- 9
sag
hovering over us and hedging us
tion are ever near
From the Leavenworth Time.
P
around, taking our lives, overthrowing our highest hopes
w
OOOCT
and destroying our mightiest achivements. Hut as we
Included In the agricultural appropriation ma le wo
know not either the day or the hour when such destruction shall come, we go upon our ways as complacently years ago by congress, was a provision requirhis thi s.
and with ail the hearty activity and laborious effort ns(' retary of agriculture to make tests of grass seed ohVroii
though we were Individually Immortal and our tasks and for sale by seed men throughout the country, and to
publish the names of nil dealers from whom adulterated
achievements would last forever.
are purchased. The department purchased l.-seeds
It Is well that. Mich is the case, else man had never samples of seeds,
and according to the first published
advanced from deepest harharism. The whole civilized report, found red clover seed in every case, adulteratmagnitude
at
the
of
the
dunifounded
world is amazed and
ed with trefoil, Imported from Germany for that purpose.
misfortune which has
the pride and filory Canada blue grass
samples of alwas found in forty-on- e
of the Pacific coast. And yet, the wheels of time will not leged Kentucky blue grass. Six hundred thousand pounds
stand still, (he busy hive of humanity cannot pause even of the Canadian seed are imported annually for this adulIn the moment of its profoundest sorrow and sympathy
teration, and 133 samples of orchard grass were found
the work of the world will continue without ceasing. The to be adulterated.
dead will soon he forgotten, the destroyed city will flourAs to the extent of the adulteration, the St. Joseph
ish again, and those who have lost their wealth or been Xews-Presummarizes:
depths
once
poverty
deeper
at
of
will
jilunged Into hut
"A Chicago firm was found to have adulterated blue
the task of trying to climb the steep nscent of success. grass seed 89 per cent; a New Jersey concern 78 per cent;
So it has always been , so It will always be.
an Arkansas concern 7G per cent, and a St. Louis house
The ashes had not grown cold In the streets of Chi- S4 per cent. One
Wisconsin firm put 98.5 per cent of
cago, when a greater Chicago began to arise above the
In orchard grass seed, a St. Paul firm 7o per
adulteration
ruins. The water had not receded from the streets of cent, an Indiana firm 50 per cent and
a Colorado firm So
Galveston, when the remnants who had not been drowned per cent."
came together and began laying foundations of a better
The department is authorized to, and has published
city. Vesuslus burled Pompeii and Herculaneoum in the
list, of firms of which It was found that they
the
sold
year 79; but the recent eruptions found the slopes of
adulterated
Such a wholesale exposure will do
the mountain cultivated and Inhabited to Its very sum- the farmers seeds.
an invaluable service by either compelling
mit, and already the surviving Inhabitants are returning these
houses
seed
business, or
to do a
occupations.
The
places
to their old
and their former
to quit altogether. The Kansas State Agricultural college
came characteristic of human nature has been Illustrated Is
also doing a good work for the farmers of Kansas by
In the volcanic regions of Central and South America;
furnishing them with a free analysis of any questionable
and already In Martinique and St. Vincent the awful lesseed that Is submitted to that Institution. The seed
ion so recently given has been forgotten, while the de- houses of the country have found the farmers to be a
vastated areas about Mr. Peleo and La Soufriere are be- very easy sort of prey, but the time is coming when there
ing repeopled.
So It has been, so it will be. San Francisco will arise will be but a very little of that kind of grafting.
phoenix like from the ashes of her destruction. What led
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCK
fully 400,000 people to make It their home (34J.7S2 by the
official census of 1900) will cause It soon not only to reWoc&derfiaH 2
9
cover its recent population and prosperity but (o continue
In the career of advancement which natural location, the
Hsu (Laoidl
development of the United States and the growth of comFrom
the New York World.
merce in the Orient have contributed to ordain as San
8
Francisco's destiny.
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all the fearful revelations of San Francisco's

After
ruin, which have occupied public attention for the last
three days, few if any have a full realization of the nwftii
completeness of the destruction. The calamity has been
so vast, the devastation so absolute, the overthrow of the
great city so unprecedented that the mind is simply stunned and finds itself unable to grasp even a semblance ol
the reality.
The dead are past recall. The rebuilding of the city
can be left to the future. The demand of the present is
Immediate aid for the destitute living. People of Albuquerque, hear the cry of the distressed. They are homeless, but tllat is the least of their evils. They are without
food and without the means to purchase It when it shall
begin to arrive. Remember that the' same calamity that
threw down and burned up' the homes, destroyed at the
same time the city's food supply. There must be thousands who have not had one good meal since Tuesday
night. There nro other thousands who have liven on one
ration a day, while hundreds probably have had no meal
at all. Think of a great city deprived without warning of
the food supplies wlthiu Its limits!
But supplies will soon begin to arrive doubtless,
have already begun to arrive. But how can those purchase who have nothing In the world but the clothes
upon their persons? No money, no work, no neighbors or
friends from whom they may borrow, for all are in a
like destitute condition.
People of Albuquerque, you cannot send food because
It Is too far. Hut the blessed means with which to buy
food you can send and send at once. Let there he no delay. Every fraternal organization, every church, every
charitable isoclety, the commercial club, the labor unions
all the organizations in the city, of every kind and
character, should at once set their committees to work to
collect funds which may be transmitted by wire to similar organizations in San Francisco or to the mayor of
that city.
Act, and act at once, people of Albuquerque, if you
would aid in saving from the agonizing death of starvation thousands of your own fellow citizens.

Horror and E'Selplessmiess
Next to New York City, no place on the national map

can compare In interest and beauty with the metropolis
of the Golden gate and Its environs.
And now these splendid cities of the western bay are
crushed under the weight of one of the greatest calamities
that has ever come upon any land at any time.
An earthquake, like a volcano, is awful beyond any
ordinary calamity. Humanity is helpless before the ter
rific power manifested anil Its own ignorance both as to
cause or cure. Put when to a quaking earth, toppling
buildings and yawning chasms Is added a w hirl a iud. of
fire, with no water to stay its progve-is- . a murderous network of live wires and streets, filled with homeless wo
men and children, the result is such a horrible Inferno as
no Imaeinatlon can conceive.
The helplessness of all the t of us, who must look
'.i tr
on powerless to stay either the flames or the
mors, is fairly agonizing. How gladly would each and
all spring to the resrtie if wo were only nearer, and i
there were- anything that could be done! Rocl.y Moun
tain News.
p-e-

-.t

The world's annual coinage is always more than the
year's total product, because old coins are constantly re- h
minted. Only
of the gold that is dug now goes
into jeyelry and the arts, and the proportion tends to decrease. In old unsettled times people put much of their
wealth Into hoarded gold and silver ornaments, a custom
now common only In the east. It is probable, however.
that the world's stock of gold In plate and ornaments is
at least half as great as its coined gold. In that case the
world's stock of gold in all forms is equal to the total
product since 177ti.
I'robaly all of the gold dug from (he dawn of time to
the birth of the republic was less in quantity than that
which has been mined since the Declaration of Independence. Tho "wealth of Ormus and of Ind" is a sounding
Phrase, but the, old tales of fabulous wealth come down
from times when the purchasing power Of money was
anywhere from five to thirty times what It Is now. Kven
afier the discovery of gold in California the world's pro
duct was only
what it is now. When the Eng
lish sea rovers were robbing Spanish treasure ships for
'good Queen Bess.' those fabulous riches of the
amounted to hut
as much a year ns
the improved processes of today compel from poorer
ores.
If gold production continues to increase as it has
done for a dozen years past, the world's present stock
of gold will be doubled by l);o, a fact which cannot fail
to exercise a marked effect upon the course of prices.
one-fift-

one-thir-

new-worl-

th

Crop Report for April: According to reports received from cheese fac'ories, from 10 te 2o per cent more
cheese has been made lie past winter than the winter
previous. The winter has been
warm, and many
factoris in the northwest operated all the winter with
very good runs of milk. Factories are expecting to open
earlier this spring than last spring, and in some of the
districts of Wisconsin more cows will be milked and more
factories operated than last ear. Cheese was considered
by dairymen to have paid better than butter last year,
and this may Influence the factories in making a change
from butter to cheese in some localities. Plenty of feed
was on hand at the beginning of winter, and cows are reported as coming out cf the winter in betttr hhape for
milking than usual.'
1

unu.-oiaH-

Serious Error
Deuiing Graphic tells of the
A.

Spani.-.The
speakinu
residents of the Windmill City, "having built a i.ehool of
their own and withdrawing their children from the public
in order to permit their attending a school where
they are taught in Spanish.
That is all a mistake. The children of Spanish
parents should mingle freely with the children of English speaking parents, says the New Mexican.
The Optic comments on this that the action is both a
mibtake and a violation of the school laws of the territory.
However, the Optic',; conclusion depends on clrctiru- -

I: appears
New York, April
from die reports of the Customs Department, ust issued, that In the grain
markets of II Hand, American cerals
hold an important position. Of maize

or Indian corn Holland purchases
from Argentina, South America, the
Dnnube
districts and the United
States. LFarge exports from the
United States are expected during
this year, much having already been
contracted for in Amsterdam, and
once again this country will stand far
in the lead of maize exporting lands.
In consequence of the ruling high
price of wheat In America, exports of
this commodity have been limited
thus far, holders in the United States
preferring to deliver it to the home
consumers, so long as this condition
exists, but. recently the Russian political outlook has created a higher basis
of prices In Holland, American export
parity "nas been reached and several
transactions
in American produce,
mostly in low grades, have taken
place.
In consequence-othe high price of
Russian oats and the partial failure
of the Danube crop, a large business
has already been done in American
No. 2, clipped white oats, principally
in transhipment
to Germany.
The
extent of the American European
The
trade in rye is unimportant.
high prices for all qualities of rye
obtainable In Amsterdam ought to
allow transactions In. American No. 2
Western. The general position ought
to facilitate Imports of American rye,
principally because of the scarcity of
Russian and Danube rye. Exixirters
in the United States might
find a
really profitable market in that country.
The large sales of Russian low
grades of buckwheat and barley have
thus far prevented the usual salo of
American prime buckwheat to Holland. There is a likelihood now, however, that the. o products have been
worked off. ;f a regular and profitable business in prime American
buckwheat. Strong competitionh however, is encountered in Canada, which
Is offering an inferior quality at $4
less. This is relatively cheaper than
the American exporter can afford to
sell, as tho inferiority In quality is
not very great. The American business generally is considered good in
all kinds of cereals, and the future
prospect is encouraging.
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From Everybody's Magazine.
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One reason why the Swiss fare well is that their
public school system is probahlv the best in tho world,
and with ihciu public school education is practically compulse; v. You c:in .seiiil your child to a private school (In
some cantons i. if you insist upon so doing, but the fact
that the government and the force of public opinion are
sternly ugainst the practice, remains. In the canton of
Suiothnrn private schools are absolutely forbidden. In
other cantons a private school pupil must secure a formal permit from the local authorities, and in some cantons he must pay a charge to the public funds.
The Idea is that the public schools are good enough
for all, that rich ami poor are to meet there on equal
terms; that the public school is the nursery of democracy; is the life blood and strength and very soul of the
republic, and tho republic pi Switzerland is everything,
l'rivate schools for Swiss children are few in number,
and such as exist are under the strict supervision of
the state. Education is a serious matter in Switzerland;
there- is no escape from it. A parent must send his children to school or go himself to jail. They kept a Seven
Day Advent ist in jail for two years because he refused
to let his child atte-nAs it then
school on Saturdays.
seemed like-lhe would spend the rest of his life 1" Ja!1-h-
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206 West Gold Avenue.
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is to clean up stock

once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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Not only means ' the
best shoes but it stands

equally for honest advertising.
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pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.

my--- '

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and

r
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If

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.
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Will. CHAPLli

As a maste r in ehan-ry- ,
NOTICE.
and in admiralty,
I am prepared to take parties of any
Shields has h.v l.ef ,rv number to any point
in the mountains,
iiis'ii, many
during the coming season, in my wag-- (
vast sins of onette,
tho "Minnehaha," at reasoua-tdC. WAHUWKI.L.
rates.
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DEALERS.

o o o

Commissioner John A.
handsomely decorated
and the commissioner
lreels of telegrams anu
ngratulaiion In honor of
'
anniversary of bis

1'

-

Piano

ng

makes it possible for this desire to he completely gratified. May we
not tell you more about it?
See the Farrand Cecilian
Tiano and the genuine
HIGH GRADE CHICKERING BROS.' PIANO.

l

their

Piano

Self-Playi-

YEARS IN
SERVICE OF COUNTRY.
:!
April 20 The desk of

'he afternoon many tiiein-- l
nch and bar called on
r Shields and tenth-reeulationa.
April 2n. 1855. that John
the n a boy (if 1 7i,
lllce of tho ch rk e.f the
Circuit Court, and be-- a
junior clerk. He
until 1878. wlie-- he
deputy clerk, ulthenigh
.id been made a United
sioue-rthe same year
admitted to the- bar. In
Joseph M.
then
' urt. was apoipnte'd
Shi- Ids
Commissioner

CECILIA ft

The FARRAND CECILIAN

E

scrvie-e-

Throir:

FARRAND

There is an Inherent love of music In all of us, and most of us have
ofttimes earnestly wished we could not only have tho pleasure of
listening to music but could make It for ourselves.

S' I' -

Shied, U

muj

PERFECT!

Self-Playin- g

AMBASSADOR
SPEAKS AT PITTSBURG.
Pittsbii'g, Pa., April 20. Baron
Speck von Sternberg, the German
ambassador to the United States, now
on a visit to this city, will be the
principal speaker 'at the annual banquet of the Pittsburg Traffic club,
tills evening.
Barrn von Sternberg
arrived here yesterday, and was received with due honors as the guest
of the Traffic club.
He was shown

FIFTYON
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two-thir-

Schools
Eta Switserlamd

Clothing and
Furnishings

This can be said of the latest and most wonderful automatic
musical instrument in the world

-

Pc2.Ib2iic

Fine

PASSAGES RENDERED WITH THE GREATEST EASE

GERMAN

sub-Arct- ic

lias

A

-

Bloomer Pants, dtdtdt
My store is headquar- ters for Boys' and Chil
dren's Clothing, Hats,
Caps, Shoes and Shirts

J' "v''rvS7,

'

IV

M

f

the sights of Pittsburg and vicinity,
today, and will take another round
trip tomorrow, as the guest of General Manager McCrea of the Pennsylvania lines. Tomorrow evening, the
Figures gathered by "The Financial Chronicle," show- ambassador will be the guest of Repthat the world's production of gold is still steadily mount resentative Burks at a theater party,
ing, says the New York Tribune. Each of the last three The banquet this evening will at the
calendar years baa seen a new record made. Up to YMYA Hotel Schenley, and covers will be
the biggest annual output had been 1."1.220,203 ounce- s- laid for 5an.
valued at $314,fi3i,233. That amount hail been mined In ILLINOIS ARBOR DAY
18'J!), the year before the Boer wnr suspended operations
IS LARGELY OBSERVED.
in the Transvaal. In 1903, with the Johannesburg region
Chicago. HI., April 20. In accordagain tranquilized, the 1899 record was broken; produc ance with the proclamation of Govtion reached 15,778.010 ounces valued at $320,159,991. In ernor D( n en. setting aside April 20
1904 it rose to 10,739.448 ounces valued at $340,034,521. as Arbor Day throughout the state.,
In 1905 a still greater advance has been registered, the there were exercises in all the puboutput reaching 19,211,419 ounces valued at $376,462,811. lic schools of this city and throughconsisting of addresses,
Since 1896 the world's annual gold production has vir out the slate,
the planting of trees in school
tually doubled. Since 1886 it has nearly quadrupled. Our and
yards, along the highways and in the
age is
a golden age, for gold has at last public parks. Thousands of children,
become so plentiful as to force recognition everywhere as escorted by their teachers, were
the world's single primary money metal.
taken to the various parks, and
The United States In 1905 passed Australia as a gold planted trees.
producer and stood second in rank to Africa. Our out
put was 4,219,280 ounces, against 3.892.480 ounces in 1904 PENNSYLVANIA HAS
SECOND ARBOR DAY.
Africa produced 5,49 1,473 ounces, against 4,103,541 in 1904.
Pa., April 20. Today
In the United States, Colorado led In gold production is I'hiheb
s rend of two
days, whicli
the
with 1.225.5110 ounces, and California came second, with Governor Pe nnypackfr designated by
about
as much. Alaska's output is growing proclaina iea as Arbor Days, to be
rapidly, having nearly doubled since 1903, but on the Brit- observed h this state. In many
ish side of the Alaskan line production is decreasing, so
,'.,ere tho weather conditions i'U n i permit the observance
that the center of mining operations in the
!ir-t
Arlmr Day, on April 16,
will soon shift to American territory.
The search of the
observed today by the
lor gold continues unabated the world over, and never be- the da;- v.
fore have the results of that search contributed more children in the public schools ami
many ew r organizations. Thousands
powerfully to general progress and prosperity.
of tree s vi'o planted in school yards,
parks an : lI.Hct highways.
00OOOOCXXXXXX!X)XX0XXXXM300C
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823

South Arno street.

Try a Citizen want

4- -

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.
MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale Liquor and

Clar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstona and O. F. C. Whiskies Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Lou a A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jog. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue asd
Price List. Automatic Telephone, ivy. Salesroom, 111 Souti first
Street, Albuquerque, New MexUt).
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Albuquerque Extends Offer of
Aid
to Stricken City
Moneys Being Raised.

V.

x-x

-

SUFFERERS

TO

For the youthful heir, In original
and novel designs, are among tho

The Woman's Christian Temperance

1'iiion will meet wiil Mrs. llcald. on
Has; Grand avenue, Saturday afternoon at 2:3'i o'clock.
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IMlh ert
308-31-
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Are the pride of the home and the charm of the city. We
hve the kind
of lawn supplies that will keep your lawn fresh and green.

"

nes

25c and up
Shovels
EOo and up
Rakes
35o and up
Rubber Hose
..12c
Cotton Hose
ioo
Lawn Settees
$2.50
A complete line of Nozzles,
Sprinklers and Hose Menders.
I
OFFICIAL GARBAGE CANS...
$1 and $1.25
H Delivered
to any part of city.

"

ii8 60ld1venue

J. W. MASTERS

coioTnio

HOME SUPPLY COMPANY
WOULDN'T

'

r

ti iii

PRICES ARE
LOWEST.

ad- -

..BEAUTIFULaLAWNS..

rel-enc- e

i r

and patent back

Albuquerque,

s

iii

tired

Improvements,

Faber

t

Railroad Ave.,

0

Upholstered..

modern
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Earthquake and

it i)

all

OUR

PLANNED FOR TUESDAY

tmHirttriiuiritijnnn

jMately arrived goods. We have them

with
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BENEFIT

Carriages

and

Go-Ca- rts
M

l.venlnc prayer at St. John' church
at 7:30 o'cl ck this evening. There
t tho vestry im- JLWIJH AD OTHER LODGES GIVE i1",, '", ""- -k
aiterwarrts in tho Guild
hall.
.'.
.,
,
rtaiiasu,
That .MUtiipirrnuo
poopie
V
i,
i
the camstrophe that has swept overA,,ah
x;
V.
5
s
tPr
ban rrnneisco, and that they are .nx-- ;
,,,.,,.,.
at
worthy matron. Laura Fluke,
the
maniln any manner possible, is made
secretary.
fest by the messages of sympathy and
assistance tent to Mayor Schmltznnd
The Woman's Home and Foreign
others in charge of the situation.
Missionary society, of the PresbyIn addition to the message of con terian church will
Iliii
iimm n niiii
meet with Mrs.
dolenro sent by the Albuquerque cityjritt Ross. 1216 West Railroad avenue
council, tho Commercial club jester-- tomorrow afternoon.
THE WRECKAGE.
MT. LICK OBSKUVATOUY, SAN FR A XC1SCO, ' A MONT.
day sent tho following message to the!
o
Regular services at Temple Albert
?an Francisco chamKr of commerce:
this evening at 7:45 o'clock. "Read- CITY DITCH ON
To the President of the Chamber of Justment of Life Values" will bo the
text of Rabbi Kaplan's sermon.
Commerce, San Francisco, Cal.
Commercial club and citizens of cry body Is welcome to those services.
ANNUAL RAMPAGE Albuquerque
-- O
nre appalled at the ruin
NIGHT
The Ladies of the Grand Army of
which has befallen you and your
people.
Albuqnerqtieans are tho Republic "will hold their regular
Many
among
the
Our deepest meeting tomorrow, (Saturday) night
sufferers.
Making Duck Ponds of Res- sympathy goes out to you
la thts, at I. O. O. F. hall, at 7;30 o'clock.
Be
Will
Sent
At Elks' Opera House-Proc- eeds
your hour of terrible affliction. We Bttn. B. Allison, secretary.
idence Property in Coal
assure you that if financial aid Is acJohn A. Ixigan Circle, Ladles of the
ceptable. Albuquerque will consider
Sufferers.
Fire
to
Army of the Republic, have
Avenue Neighborhood.
it a privilege to do all that her peo- Grand
postponed their social, which was to
ple can for vour aid.
have been held tomorrow night, on
W. S. HOPEWELL.
account of the San Francisco disas
Club;
Commercial
President
COURT
IN
IT
WHY NOr DIACNOSt
ter, many of their numbers having
NEXT TUESDAY EVENING AT THE ELKS' OPERA HOUSE,
In addition to the above offer for relatives In the stricken district.
O
THERE WILL BE GIVEN A BENEFIT CONCERT FOR THE SAN
institutions ami in
There will he a verv Important
While San Francisco burns, that nssistanee, in many city
FRANCISCO SUFFERERS.
rffering
the
are
dividuals
the
business meeting of the Alumni asso- part of Albuquerque lying along the Rtricken ones on
THE OPERA HOUSE,
MANAGER MATSON HAS DONATED
Sin Francisco all clatlon of the University of New
Is
of
avenue.
city
ditch
south
lead
AND
ADVERTISING,
THE
FURNISH
THE NEWSPAPERS WILL
the assistance their individual or cor- Mexico tonight in the Hadley
EVERY PERFORMER WILL CONTRIBUTE HIS OR HER SERV- - "V being flooded. The city ditch la caus poration pocket-bookwill possibly
hall, immediately after the Es
pond
of
ing
again.
duck
A
trouble
ICES FREE OF CHARGE.
stand.
covers
soil,
trella play, which begins at 7:30 n.
with
fertile
water,
brown
WILL
OF
CITY
TALENT
THE
V
THE VERY BEST MUSICAL
Bearrup,
J.
H.
Rio
President
of
the
purpose of this meeting fs
APPEAR, AND A SPLENDID PROGRAM IS ALREADY ASSURED. ' the low lots between Coal nd Ivead Grande woolen mills, hag generously m. The preparations
to make
for the annual
'
avenues, between Second and Third
THERE WILL BE NO EXPENSE WHATEVER ATTACHES TO
an
case
immense
blankets
offered
of
banquet, and all members are urged
THIS BENEFIT. IT IS IN THE NAME OF NO CHURCH OR OR- - Y streets.
of
gift,
to
sufferers,
face
in
a
tho
the
to be present, especially those who
Ed Lavelle's property at the corner
FOR THE NEEDS
DER, BUT IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY,
fact that over 300,000 are home- wish to have a voice in regard to the
and South Third the
of Coal avenue
OF OUR FELLOW BEINGS SO GRIEVOUSLY AFFLICTED.
except
sleep
less,
place
no
with
to
place of holding the banquet. By orstreet, is flooded to the extent that upon
THE GENEROUS SPIRIT OF THE SOUTHWEST WILL RE-T- f
the ground In the parks and on der of the president, Mata Tway.
a' Mr. Lavelle has to boat it from his
MOST NOBLY.
SPOND
appropribeach,
is
indeed
the
that
"
house to his outbuildings, and .he can
MORNING,
THE TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE TOMORROW
EXPRESS PACKAGES FREE
only reach the street by crossing a ate.The Carpenters' union
AT MOST OF THE STORES AND MANY OFFICES, AND WILL
of this city,
bridge. The conditions are even
V BE $1 EACH.
night
union's
voted $30 of the
"
worse than they were last year, when last
IMMEDIATELY
Albuquerque, N. M., April 20.
THE PROCEEDS WILL BE FORWARDED
money
relief of San Francisco
the city ditch took its annual turn in sufferers.for Other
TO THE RED CROSS SOCIETY, AT SAN FRANCISCO.
To The Evening Citizen,
organizations
are
public
view.
the
M. E. HICKEY WILL ACT AS TREASURER OF THIS FUND.
Wells, Fargo & Company's express
doing the same thing, and it is likely
And who is responsible for it? Is
AND SEE THAT EVERY DOLLAR IS SPEEDED ON ITS MISSION
or- will carry free any relief offerings In
a
will
bo
that
relief
committee
of
the
city
it
or
fault
It the
is
the
OF MERCY AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT.
ganized to take charge of all dona- the shape of money or goods for the
water users north of the city, who use tions
LET EVERY
IN THE NAME OF SUFFERING HUMANITY,
destitute of San Francisco, if such
water from the ditch to irrigate their cisco. and transmit them to San Fran- shipments are addressed to city offONE HELP.
lands?
11
(
'i 1 1 1 1
11
The WellsFargo local office in- icials or regularly constituted relief
The courts will now most likely be forms
The Evening Citizen that they organizations. C. L. MacKenzIe, actasked to decide. The people who have will transport
By J. H, Hatchall express mat- ing superintendent.
been suffering from this nuisance for ter containing free
food and suppl.'es for er, agent.
SUICIDE LEFT NO
SAD FACtS TELL
years are thoroughly aroused. M. i
suffer rs, provided tho packages
Stamm who has property on tho ditch the
Grand ball at Society hall, Old
- OF LOVED ONES
are
to relief crganl.atlons, Town,
FAREWELL NOTE at
Coal avenue and has to wade in the addressed
Saturday night, April 21. Ev.
Red
offor
society,
city
Cross
water ki.ee deep to curry his horse in icials there.
erybody invited.
o
WHO ARE IN 'FRISCO MANY
REMAINS OF "MORT" DONOVAN his stable, Is one of the property
Preparations are now on foot in the
Chamberlain's Salve In eood for
to protest the right of peo- RELA- HAVE
ciTv i iSTi pi.? i'e;l(ly
to
to
different
churches
send
K'tPl'Hes
nnv
the
disease
of
skin. It allays tuo
norm "i town to Turn water iqwi
provisions to the Red Cross so- Itching and burning sensation
EVENING
TIVES IN THE, DOOMED CITY.
inCORONER'S INQUEST the flit cli ar.Q
will protest any effort of and In
'Frisco. Any donations made stantly. For sale hv all druggists.
HELD THIS MORNING.
the city street commissioner to come ciety
Mrs. Constaneia Gonzales, of this
tf Albuquerque
on hisproperty and tear out any ol- - any' of the pastors
.
rv 1..
t.
v, has relatives in
,
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
,
tho stricken
me leiiiams
.moili.
oi nr
,h ,,;,,, churches will be transported to San
Francisco
once.
who killed himself in
at
thanes.
her father, mother and sisters 'the prospector,
;itIV R iasst,s through
property,
ll!s lo"f'y dug-ou- t
in Coyote canyon Tne Ktret! conlmiKSiorH.r h3
Sam Neustadt. secretary of the loc,alnlB that
residents of San Francisco.
,.
w t'uni'suuy,
cal lodge of B'nal Brith, received an JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
n.mc
1, ,,.,., I,.
or
i
uesimy
u
nine
.i
cU.f
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DC WW.',
III
I
lllUO
AlHl.
Ull
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Lrilll
s
,
nnu
motner
1'axiou
DVt,ninlr
sister Hr hroi,(
latres
thili
appeal from the headquarters of the;
Carries the United States mall:
'e in the ruined city, at 4o2, about S o clock, and taken to Strong s , BUrh an xtfnt na to -- aRP , rlln above lodge today asking that a sub- script ion be raised in this city among nnlv liDe wltn a change of stock et
undertaking
establishment, c vor lhu bankg of tnJ ditcn
Eighteenth street which has been;Son
Bood rigs, horses and driven,
una
uioruiug,
.ue)
1Uc.e
Muweu
eie
M, Slamm the Jewish element and held until route:
A .af mnv
devastated by fire.
Tl
Albuquerque every Monday
lave
Instructions,
of
,
relief
further
for
the
i
"
com polled tho city to build a flume
"rope- senrader, or the JJivlne
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. Fot
in
Francisco.
As
sufferers
Snn
tho
tne
m.
witn
accordance
ractsaorOBg
Catholic church, whose settlement is
his pronertv throuch tho courts
dress W. L. Trimble
the appeal Mr. Neustadt rarticular8' Albuquerque.
at New Jerusalem, in Socorro county, "r ne. s 'ftae, as published in yes- ,- ani, he jjGiieves that he can resist any a result of today
N. M. or J
subscription
a
J
cut-ot
with
out
started
issue
evening
tne
attempt to tear out the obstructions
has his wife and family in the zenBLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
sev-list,
in
time
short
and
a
raised
Si")
nt
now
evis1ini
Pllia
fin lite nrnnnrtv
stricken city, resldins
When the body was searched last
'will be!
Mr stamm llt,lievt,s th0 clty attor. eral hundred dollars, which resolve,!'
want aQ will gel rue ouhi
'
,,v
even
helrl unfit 'nstri.rtlnnu nr0
$13
coroner.
a
and
ney
Edward Haines .has a sister and
enjolu
Ehouid
owners
tho
ditch
ness Try one.
a
lodge
change
eventually
will
was
from
the
'a
and
found
aimnl"t
other relatives, living in tho doomed
m.tn of tho citv from turnlns their
city, whom he has been unauic to fj noU' r farewell or explanation for water into the city ditch, and by this be sent to the stricken city.
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TICKLE YOU?

to get practically

double value lor
your money in cigar buying? Yes, ot
cotirEo. That's Just about the opportunity we offer when we present to
the public the White lily Cigar for 5
cents the one, $2.00 for a box of fifty.
Reason is that we make and aell ao
many that wo can afford to trade on
a small margin of profit for the Individual cigar.
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop'r.

JOSEPH
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Finest Whiskies

SAMPLE AND 0

West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS
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THE FIRST LESSON
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MAKING,

and makes such aweet, wbita
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beat
bread makers use It for that very
reason.

"'s
fr

j

BREAD

the most important of all; that
Is the selection
of proper flour.
There is no difficulty about this U
Empress flour Is chosen. It la ao
good
Is

-

d

Wholesale Agent,
Wett Copper Ave.
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117 Gold Avenue
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GUESTS UNANNOUNCED?
Tho
Telephone
orders
extra supplies.

YOU

NEED

A
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t

HUSBAND

DETAINED?
He can Telephone.

Uso tho Telephone.

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

-

GO

TOO TIRED TO CO?

de.-tny-

Drug- Co.

&

Shop by Telephone.

IllXDEKS

The Williams

BUILDING.

CHINA
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glass-wilier-
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AUSTRIAN
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IT HELPS THE HOUSEWIFE
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CATHEDRAL'

Furniture and Crockery

MAGAZINES
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ALBUQUERQUE-
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TELEPHONE
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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RAMSAY'S TEACHERS' AM)
STENOGRAPHERS' AGENCY
With Woman's Exchange.
Positions secured for competent
teachers, stenographers, bookkeepers and olliee help generally.
School board.- and others desiring
teachers, etc., should correspond
with u.i. Have a good
registered.

lt

w

oooooooocHi

Grand Central Hotel
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Ramsay's Typcwrilorium
Fourth St. and R. R. Ave.
typekinds of fci'coud-iianwriters bought, sold, rented, repaired, exchanged and rebu.lt.
Agents for Underwood
Always a good block on
hand from which to chooee. Typewriter IJibbons a specialty.
All

Tyie-writer-

O. 3. RAM SAY, Mgr.

Large, Airy Rooms. Prcea Very Rea.
sonabk,
MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,

Proprietor,
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PRIDAY,

APPALLING

THE MOST

DISASTER IN

THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN
BLOWING UP RESIDENCES

TO STOP THE FLAMES

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., APRIL 19. IT WAS DE
CIDED AT NOON TODAY TO BLOW UP ALL THE RES
IDENCES ON THE EAST SIDE OF VAN NESS AVE
NUE. BETWEEN GOLDEN GATE AND PACIFIC AVE
NUE. A DISTANCE OF NE MILE. AS IT WAS HOPED
TO CHECK THE FLAMfcS
nia
THE FAIRMONT HOTEL. ON NOB HILL, IS IN
THE STRUCTURE WILL PROBABLY NOT
FLAMES.
BE SERIOUSLY DAMAGED, AS IT IS NEARLY FIRE

rumi.

PROOF.

MAYOR SCHMITZ HAS APPEALED TO ALL CALIRAFORNIA CITIES FOR FOOD AND BEDDING.
TIONS FOR 200.000 PEOPLE ARE BEING SENT FROM
SEATTLE AND VANCOUVER.
THERE IS STILL MUCH CONFUSION CONCERNING THE LOSS OF LIFE.
THIS FORENOON THERE WERE 27 CORPSES IN
SQUARE.
IT IS SAID THAT ELSEPORTSMOUTH
WHERE IN THE CITY BODIES ARE LYING IN THE
ONE
STREETS. THE DEATH LIST MAY REACH

THOUSAND.

CHINATOWN WAS A FURAT NOON TODAY
NACE.
SHOULD THE FIRE CROSS VAN NESS AVENUE.
AND THE WIND CONTINUE TOWARD THE WEST,
THE DESTRUCTION OF SAN FRANCISCO WILL BE
PRACTICALLY COMPLETE.
THE BULK OF THE HOMELESS ARE SEEKING
-

SAFETY

IN

THE SUBURBS.

J

ASS

The facilities of a bank
that

WIS

OF SMOULDERING

--

CITIES

PEOPLE ARE NOW
REALIZING CONDITIONS

CITY SO FAR AS POSSIBLE. TO REMAIN INDOORS
AT NIGHT, AT LEAST THOSE WHO HAVE HOMES
LEFT, AS THE CITY IS WITHOUT LIGHTS AND DANGERS LURK EVERYWHERE.
ARMY OFFICERS LATE THIS AFTERNOON COM.
PELLED MANY CITIZENS WHO WERE IDLE TO ASSIST IN RELIEF WORK, AT THE POINT OF REVOLVERS. A NUMBER OF GHOULS WERE SHOT. ONE
MAN FOUND ROBBINQ THE RUINS OF A JEWELRY
WAS KILLED WITH BAYONETS.
MAYOR SCHMITZ TONIGHT ISSUED AN APPEAL
TO THE CITIZENS OF OAKLAND TO RUSH FOOD TO
SAN FRANCISCO AT ONCE. THE THREE MORNING
PAPERS OF THE CITY, THE CALL, EXAMINER AND
CHRONICLE, HAVE COMBINED, AND WILL ISSUE
TOMORROW FROM THE OFFICE OF THE OAKLAND

the entire section of the city
"
the east side of Van Ness
avenue from Colden CJa-tavenue to
l?srd

10.
Cal., April
San Francisco,
Thousands upon thousands of people
..redeem from the Hie toda. 1 he
lire flockiiiK to the ferries and parks,;
to the military reservation and to t lie

TRIBUNE.
THE ESTIMATED LOSS OF PROPERTY IN SAN
FRANCISCO IS $200,000,000. IT IS NOW ESTIMATED
THAT BETWEEN 500 AND 1,000 DEAD BODIES ARE
NOW IN THE CITY. THE NUMBER OF DEAD IN THE
STATE IS ESTIMATED AT THOUSANDS.
TENTS ARE BEING ERECTED IN GOLDEN GATE
PARK FOR THE HOMELESS PEOPLE TONIGHT.
THE OLD MECHANICS' PAVILION, THE SCENE
OF MANY POLITICAL AND SPORTING EVENTS, WAS
DESTROYED LATE THIS AFTERNOON. THIS HAD
BEEN USED AS A TEMPORARY HOSPITAL. THE
PATIENTS IT CONTAINED WERE ALL REMOVED TO
PLACES OF SAFETY THIS AFTERNOON.
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE WENT TO OAKLAND
TODAY TO PLACES OF SAFETY, THE NUMBER BEING ESTIMATED AT 50,000.

'

'

containing the homes of many million- aires and apartment houses.
Hibiirbs.
The military was notified of this ac- itetl lonts of hillsides in the en- - tlon, and barrels of gunpowder, the
ti n! pot lion of the c ity, seemincly, only remaining explosive in tne city,
ueie safe from the roaring furnace were taken from the Presidio, Fort
that was corFiiminK the business sec-- , McDowell. Alcatraz and otner nearby
s
Hon. They watched
the towering Posts. Hundreds of soldiers and
Into
f flame and speculated as toldreds of volunteers were sent
the extent of territory that was doom- - the doomed district to warn the peo- ed. Suddenly, there was a whisper- - pie to flee. 1 hese stoically responded
ed alarm up ami down the loni? line of to the demand of the law, and went
watchers and they hurried nway to bravely on their way, trudging pain-dra- g
clothing, cooking utensils and fully over the pavements with the
cant provisions through the streets, little they could get together. fc,very
From the end of Grant avenue me available wagon was taken by the
piocession
westward. Men military to carry powder.
moved
and women dragged trunks, packed; General Funston Is
hue bundles of blankets, boxes of with Mayor Schmitz, whose orders to
everything. Wagons could all officers are to kill, without warn-nbe hired, except by paying their Ing, all malefactors. When men have
drivers exrrbltant rates.
been needed to carry out the plans of
Hut there is no panic. The people rescue thev have been pressed
Into
are calm, stunned. Tney seem now :o service. In cnlv a few instances was
realize the extent of the calamity, it necessary to resort to the cocked
They hear that the city la destroyed, revolver and drawn sword, after which
Insofar as business Is concerned: there was no hesitancy,
they till each other in the most nat-The Presidio reservation, the vast
nral tone tint their residences were Richmond district of hundreds of
destroyed by the flames, but there is acres. Golden Gate Park and the sur- hills, resemble one vast
tio hysteria, no outcry, no criticism. rounding
Mayor Schmitz and Captain of Police picnic ground. Tents and improvised
Dinern have born forced from place coverings have been erected every- to place by the onrushlng flames.
where, fire places built in the streets,
Daylight found them directing the beds and mattresses thrown down all
municipal council, which is a com-- ; ever the f ection. The people thus
tee of safety, frrm the Fairmont uatcd are philosophical.
H:!cl. the beautiful structure that; There Is only one danger, and that
stood on the top of Nob Hill. But that la that (he food supply will run short,
caught fire, and they retreated to the Every grocery in San Francisco has
Cushin. at I.arkin ami Sutter streets, been taken by the authorities and
then to the north end police station each family is being sold only one
street.
Here they article at a time. In many places the
in Sacramento
council, composed of the financial police and artillery prohibit
of tile city, met this morn-- charging.
Ing, and d. elded t; resort to the most;
General Funston
announced this
heroic measures yet undertaken since morning that rations would soon
that city has been in the. path of de- reach the city and then the people
vastatlon. This decision was to bom- - will be supplied from the Presidio.

two-hor-
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j

sit-m-

S. L. BEAN, SUPERINTENDENT OF MACHINERY
ON THE SANTA FE COAST
LINES, WHO IS STOPPING IN THE CITY, THIS AFTERNOON RECEIVED A
DISPATCH FROM THE SANTA FE COAST LINES OFFICERS AT LOS ANGELES, SAYING:
"THE LAST OF FOUR SHOCKS RECEIVED HERE
SION.
SINCE YESTERDAY MORNING, OCCURRED AT 2:30
CLAUS SPRECKLES GAVE $25,000; RUDOLPH
SPRECKLES, $10,000; HARRY TEVIS, $10,000; GORDON O'CLOCK THIS AFTERNOON. VIBRATIONS WERE
MILD AND DID LITTLE DAMAGE, THOUGH CAUSING
BLANDING, $10,000; ELEANOR MARTIN, $5,000; J. L.
GREAT ANXIETY."
FLOOD, $5,000, WITH PROMISES OF MORE.
manager a. g.
mr. bean
ANNOUNCED
THAT THE
MAYOR SCHMITZ
manager
i.
and
hibbard,
A
OF
SUPPLY
PROMISED
COMPANY
WATER
sa7ita
have gone
WATER THIS AFTERNOON IN THE WESTERN ADDIrichmond,
been
TION, AND IN THE MISSION BY TOMORROW.
WERE APPOINTED TO TAKE from them by him.
COMMITTEES
limits.
CHARGE OF THE RELIEF OF THE DESTITUTE, AND
19.
chicago,
BEGUN WITH SOME
BEEN
WORK HAS ALREADY
p. m., received"
Company,
6
SYSTEM.
message from
GOLDEN GATE PARK IS THE MAIN REFUGE FOR
san
THE HOMELESS, AND SUPPLIES WILL SOON BE

SPECIAL' TO THE EVENING CITIZEN.
SAN FRANCISCO, APRLI 19 THE COMMITTEE
ON SAFETY, CONSISTING OF FIFTY PROMINENT
THIS
CITIZENS, MET WITH MAYOR SCHMITZ
AND ORGANIZED A FINANCE COMMISMORNING

point

THOUSAND REFUGEES.
APPOINTED HIS COMMITTEE
MAYOR SCHMITZ
OF FIFTY CITIZENS AS SPECIAL OFFICERS, ALSO
WITH FULL POWER TO REPRESENT HIM AND AUTHORITY TO ISSUE REQUISITIONS FOR MEN, SUPPLIES, VEHICLES AND BOATS FOR USE.
UNLESS SUPPLIES ARE RUSHED HERE AND
SYSTEMATIC
ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR THEIR
PROPER DISTRIBUTION, TROUBLE IS FEARED IN A
FEW DAYS.
EVEN MEN OF WEALTH CANNOT OBTAIN FOOD
AT ANY PRICE, WITH ALL THEIR MONEY.
GENERALS FUNSTON AND SUMNER, IN COMMAND OF THE FEDERAL TROOPS, ARE RENDERING
GREAT SERVICE.
REFUGEES, WHO GO TO THE PRESIDIO. ARE
BEING TAKEN CARE OF, BUT A NUMBER GREATER

pa-cifi-

BE

ACCOMMODATED

ARE

ONLY A SMALL
SECTION TO SAVE
NEW YORK. APRIL 19 OFFICIALS OF THE POSTAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY IN THIS CITY, AT 8:25
THIS EVENING. RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE FROM MR. STORER, SUPERINTENDENT
OF
THEIR SERVICE IN SAN FRANCISCO:
"THE FIRE IS STILL GOING ON AND WILL PROBABLY CONSUME
THE WHOLE CITY,
EXCEPT

GOING

THERE.
FOR
ACCIDENT,
AN OCCASIONAL
EXCEPT
THERE HAS BEEN NO ADDITIONAL LOSS OF LIFE
REPORTED SINCE YESTERDAY.
PEOPLE HAVE NOW HAD TIME TO LEAVE THE
BURNING DISTRICTS, THOUGH
MOST OF THEM
LOST ALL THEIR BELONGINGS.

WASHINGTON, D. C, APRIL 19. THE WAR
PARTMENT HAS RECEIVED THE FOLLOWING
FROM GENERAL FUNSTON:
"FIRE IS STILL PROGRESSING."
SPREADING

NEW YORK, APRIL

CEST

THOSE STREETS SITUATED BETWEEN THE GOLDEN GATE PARK AND WEBSTER STREET, IN WHICH
NEIGHBORHOOD THERE IS WATER, AND WHERE
THE FIRE DEPARTMENT CAN WORK WITH SOME
CHANCE OF SUCCESS."

THE

FIRE STILL RAGING.

SUB-TREASUR-

Y

HAS BEEN DESTROYED

DE-

NEW YORK. APRIL 19. ACCORDING TO A MESSAGE TO THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH
THE
HAS BEEN DESTROYED.
THE
IS NOT
CONNECTED WITH
THE UNITED STATES MINT, WHICH IS STILL LEFT
STANDING.
COM-PAN-

OVER NOB HILL.
19.

c

tracks to the boundary."

,

THE

FIRE HAS SPREAD OVER

HILL. ACCORDING TO A
HERE BY THE WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAPH COMPANY LATE THIS AFTERNOON.
IT WAS DATED 2:15 O'CLOCK, SAN FRANCISCO TIME.
FLAMES WERE TRAVELING IN A riORTHERLY DIRECTION AND DENSE SMOKE ENVELOPED THE
CITY.
SPECIAL TO THE EVENING CITIZEN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL., APRIL 19. (8:45 P. M.)
THE POSTAL STATES THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO
TWO-THIRD- S
SHOCK FROM EARTHQUAKE IN THIS CITY THIS
EVENING; THEREFORE, NO DAMAGE WHATEVER,
THE LOCAL OFFICE SENDS THE FOLLOWING
TO THE CITIZEN: "OUR HOME OFFICE HERE HAS
SPECIAL TO THE EVENING CITIZEN.
CAL., APRIL 19. AT 6:08 FOUR MEN WORKING WITH LOS ANGELES, AT THIS
SAN FRANCISCO,
FIRE HOUR. AND THE MEN AT THE LOS ANGELES END
O'CLOCK THIS AFTERNOON THE ACTING
CLAIM THEY HAVE FELT NO SHOCK THIS
CHIEF SAID:
BEEN DE
OF THE CITY HAS
STROYED AND IT IS UTTERLY IMPOSSIBLE TO
SAVE THE REMAINDER."
AT THAT TIME THE FLAMES WERE EATING
THEIR WAY THROUGH THE HEART OF THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE SECTION, ON NOB HILL.
THE HOPKINS ART INSTITUTE, WITH ITS
T. E. CARGAM, MANAGER OF THE LOCAL OFFICE
PRICELESS TREASURES; THE MANSION OF THE
LATE MRS. JAMES STANFORD, AND THE FLOOD, OF THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY,
THE FOLLOWING TO THE EVENING
AND CROCKER MANSIONS, ALL HAD SUBMITTED
HUNTINGTON
CITIZEN, WITH THE REQUEST THAT IT BE PUBSUCCUMBED TO THE FIRE.
AS DARKNESS CAME ON TONIGHT, THE SCENES LISHED:
"THE
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMWERE MORE DESPERATE, MORE HOPELESS AND
PANY WILL TRANSMIT FREE DOMESTIC MESSAGES
MORE DISCOURAGING THAN EVER.
TWO HUNDRD THOUSAND PEOPLE ARE NOW RELATING TO THE RELIEF OF SUFFERERS AT SAN
HOMELESS AND THOUSANDS ARE HUNGRY, THE FRANCISCO, WHEN OFFERED BY DULY CONSTITUT-ERELIEF ORGANIZATIONS OR PUBLIC OFFICERS
FOOD SUPPLY BEING PRACTICALLY EXHAUSTED.
FIRES ARE RAGING IN A DOZEN DIFFERENT D- IN THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACITY WHEN DESTINED TO
IRECTIONS, EATING THEIR WAY WITHOUT HIN- SAN FRANCISCO. SUCH MESSAGES WILL BE SUBJECT TO SUCH DELAY AND THE CONDITIONS AT
DRANCE OF ANY KIND.
TONS OF DYNAMITE HAVE BEEN USED TO DE- THAT POINT IMPOSED."
STROY BUILDINGS IN THE PATH OF THE FLAMES,
REQUEST FROM POSTAL.
BUT THE FIRE HAS NOT BEEN STAYED, THE DEBRIS BURNING ATL THE MORE FREELY.
MANAGER HAWKINS, OF THE POSTAL TELENEVER WAS THERE SUCH UTTER RUIN. EVEN
TO GRAPH AND CABLE COMPANY, SENDS THE FOLTHE STOUTEST HEARTS ARE BEGINNING
WEAKEN, AND THE QUESTION IS: "WILL ANY- LOWING TO THIS OFFICE, AND IT IS LIKEWISE
THING BE LEFT US; CAN WE RECOVER FROM GIVEN PUBLICITY:
"IN ORDER THAT
THE ANXIETY OF OUR
THIS AWFUL CATASTROPHE?"
THOUSANDS ARE ANSWERING THESE QUES- PATRONS EVERYWHERE MAY BE RELIEVED, WE
ARE GIVING PRECEDENCE TO MESSAGES COMING
TIONS IN THE NEGATIVE.
MAYOR SCHMITZ ISSUED A PROCLAMATION TO- THIS WAY. THAT ARE BEING FILED WITH US AT
AND
NIGHT GIVING AUTHORITY TO ALL OFFICERS OF SAN FRANCISCO. PORTLAND AND OAKLAND.
THE LAW TO SHOOT OR KILL ALL PERSONS SEEN WE ARE DOING OUR BEST TO GET THE OTHERS ROBBING DEAD BODIES OR RUINS OF BUILDINGS, THROUGH AS RAPIDLY AS THE CHAOTIC CONDIHE ALSO CALLED ON ALL RESIDENTS OF THE'TION OF AFFAIRS WILL PERMIT."
OF NOB

NO SHOCK TONIGHT
AT LOS ANGELES
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CITY DESTROYED

"TWO-THIRD-

over-leader- s
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A DESCRIPTION OP THE

CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

two-third- s

BOATS ARE BEING PROVIDED TO TAKE PEOPLE
ACROSS THE BAY, AND THOUSANDS ARE AVAILING THEMSELVES OF THE PRIVILEGE.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, AT BERKELEY, VOLUNTEERED TO TAKE CARE OF TWO
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oakland. cal.:
"the fire chief marshal of
francisco
advises that more than
the
area of the city of san francisco hasofbeen
no
destroyed, and there is
possibility of
saving the balance of the city. the following is the district north of market
street now devastated:
"sansome to market street, to sacramento, to buchanan, thence to california,
to hyde, to eddy, to larkin, to gough, and
to market. on the south side of market
the fire extends along market street to
fourteenth and below the southern
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Proposal for City Teams.
Sealed bids will be received for the
furnishing to the city for one year of
teams, wagons, harthree
ness and drivers thereof, with the
privilege of three additional teams,
wagons and drivers thereof, to be furnished when needed.
Said teams to be used for city
purposes under the direction of the
Street Committee, six days In the
week nnd ten hours per day, with the
privilege of one or two teams being
called to work on Sundays when de
sired, said Sunday work, however, to
be additional work, and to be paid for
prorata in accordance with bid. Each
and every of said horses to weigh at
least twelve hundred pounds, and the
drivers thereof to be able bodied men,
capable of performing the work required.
Said bills will be opened by the
City Council at Special or Regular
Meeting to be held on or after April
30th, lUOO, and contract to be let to
the lowest and best bidder Each bidder Is required to deposit a certified
check for $ln.0uo to insure the good
faith of the bid, said check to be returned when contract is entered into.
The party whose bid Is accepted will
be required to give bond in the sum
of two hundred dollars conditioned for
the faithful performance of the contract.
All bids to bo directed to the City
Cleric and marked "bid for furnisl.'.ng
team and driver." and must be In the
hands of said Clerk nor later than 12
o'clock noon, Monday, April 30th, 1900.
The City ordinances are to be considered a part of this advertisement
and all bids shall be in accordance
therewith.
All bids subject to rejection bv the

ot

FOUR SHOCKS DO NO
MAYOR SCHMITZ ORGANDAMAGE TO LOS ANGELES
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great velocity ft wave of a email fraction of an Inch may wreck buildings.
The extent of an earthquake shock
depends upon the force of it. The account are such
it
Charleston, S. C, earthquake of August, 188fi, which did nearly as much can fee adjusted to every sort of
damage there as this one In San
business. A bank account Is
Francisco, was felt as far west as
to the merchant.
Arkansas and Missouri. It traveled
eastward for a distance of Sou tulles
The farmer who carries a bank
and was felt as far north as Maine
account Is up to date and has a
and as far south as central Florida.
In assigning
causes for earthsystematic method for keeping a
quakes, there are many reasons, but
of his receipts and expenrecord
the main one Is volcanic action.
Among memorable earthquakes of
ditures.
the present time may be noted that
Even a housewife with a bank
at Lisbon, In 1773, which destroyed
60,000 lives and left the city a heap
account Is able to put system Into
of ruins; Calabria, In 1783; Caracas,
the regulation of her affairs. By
In 1S12; Asia Minor, 1885; Charleston,
lHSfi;
Manila, 1863; Japan, 1891;
paying her store bills by check,
Mt.
Mexico,, 1892; Guatemala, 1902;
she
has a complete record of her
Pelee, 10O3, when over 40,000 lives
were lost by earthquake and volcanic
expenditures.
By using a check
action.
book,
bills
need to be paid but
The greatest earthquake ever sufence. Each check Is a receipt.
fered by the United Staffs up to this
one was at Charleston, S. C, on Auwhen, seventy-eigh- t
gust 31, ISSti,
buildings were wrecked and 500 peo- THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ple killed. The damage amounted to
$8,000,000, but a little more than the ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
MEXICO
cost of the San Francisco city hall,
destroyed Wednesday
which w as
morning.
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Effective December 10,1905
Eastbound.

(In effect November 12, 1903.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. ni., departs 8:25 a. ru.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:6J
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. ru.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:3
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
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Southbound-No- .

Express, departs

9, Mexico

p. m.

12: IB

Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 1:50
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct
No. 7 runs direct
No. 3 runs direct
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T.

1

,

fe.

11:05 p
9:40 p m
7:00 p m
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Pueblo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

Espanola
1:26 p m
Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 p m
Barranca
11:36 pin
4:02 p ni
Servllleta
10:29 p ra
4:32pm
Tres Piedras
10:00pm
6: 45 p m
Antonito
8:10 p m
S : 30 p ni
Alamosa
6:40 a m
2:11 p m
Embudo
12:26pm
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito, for Durango, SUvertov
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip In daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL-GORGE-.
AJso for all points on tho
Creede branch.
Traveling Freight
A. S. BARNEY,
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.

Chronicle erected a
modern
Bids for Burial of Pauper Dead.
fireproof building. Since then there
Bids for burial of pauper deal in
have been many eight, ten, twelve and
accordance with the ordinances of the
even eighteen-stor- y
buildings.
City of Albuquerque, X. M., will be
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jj cu IJ J llic Cal III ing to be held on or alter ADril 30.
nierciai (iis'nct of the city is locaieu, quake, was the most consnicuous
building
Inland
Is
in the city. It was sur- level, but farther
the country
All bids must be in the hands of the
in the resilience districts, the ground mounted by a dome of 332 feet in City
Clerk not later than Monday.
is clevu'cd, presenting a picturesque height.
The cost was between
April
3oth. at 12 o'clock, noon.
All
oou.ooo and $7,000,000.
from the harbor.
bids
subject
to rejection by the CounMore than twenty-fiv"Xob 11 ill is the most fashionable
years was cil.
quarter. '1 here the palatial homes of .consumed in its construction.
It was
Eond in
sum of two
d:l
the first millionaires were erected, one f the most solidly constructed lara will be required fromhundred
person re
homes
buildings in the city. Its walls were ceiving contract,
Around them the fashionable
for the
of the city have been built.
brick, covered with cement. Archi- - faithful performanceconditioned
of the contract In
The greatest elevations within the t.cturany, it was composite. Within accordance
the City ordinances.
city are "Xob Hill," 300 feet above the the dome native marble was used in Contract to with
run for one year, from
ocean's level; "Pacific Heights," 400 an elalorate decorative scheme
All May 0th, lflOG.
feet, and "Twin Peaks," which loom administrative departments
of the
Certified cheese In the sum of ten
up in the background at the extremity city government
and several civil dollars, payable to the City. must, ac
'juu
feet,
thoroughfare,
of the leading
C01lrts were housed lu (ho blliK,inp
company bid. to insure good faith of
Reclaimed from Bay
Another of tm large public build- - burner
Part of the site of San Franci.co inRS ,g
lo Ha of Ju
Sealed bids are to be directed to
Piles are ,he ti,ncc nm, criralnal
was reclaimed from the bay.
collrt3 the City Clerk and marked "Bid for
driven to bed rock through
and the police department. It is con- - burial of pauper dead.'
ground, formed foundations for the slnicle(, ()f
k
d
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chief structures of tne commercial dis- - Brmollntei, , a ,of
c, k t
o
add,
trkt. Sand dunes wore leved to
Rostoffice Cost $5,000,000
Proposals for City Printing.
to the business space.
A recently
completed
Sealed bids will be received from
buildlne is
Market street, one of the man thor- - , ile ostoffl p,
t
newspapers published in the City of
lor, ,
.
o.igblares. is level, as are the streets 0,HI(,'0(l
,f
i.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, for city
somh of it. but those Intersecting It ai"houeh not lirel'0sMng
printing for one year, from the Cth
from the north and west have steep
day of May, 1900, said bids to be openin some Instances amounting
.
th''.at
0
te mal- - ed by the City Council at Special or
fro.n ,tno
to SO per cent, climbing into the hills.
Regular Meeting, to be held on or afFron, the bay the city presents the
April 30th. 1906. Each bidder will
te
appearance of houses piled one upon " 'l " s motha
f " sandstone
lcnftn' ter
t (
be required to enclose with his bid
another. From its peaks, a wide view
angers
entering the city are obliged a certified check for ten dollars, pay
f"
maj be """noato pass through this building.
able to the City, to insure good faith
prevajL
fifty
hospitals, of bid. check to be returned to bid
nrly
San Francisco's streets are wide.
0 afn' ',rIv;ate' U
the der when contract is entered Into.
except for a few located In a small
that there are few The person or corporation to whom
,of h
area near the water front. In the old- - 'K,
...v...., ,,
o Ua
wen
equipped 10 contract is let will be required to furn
est part of the city.
care for victims of accidents.
ish bond in the sum of two hundred
Market street, the main artery, leads
dollars, to be approved by the Mayor,
Leadina Hotels.
from Ferry building in a southwester- Of the hotels, the most prominent and conditioned for the faithful per1., rll.nn.lr.M n rmU thA f if 1lltPrcOIt.
ing streets take Irregular' positions.!8.1.0 l'ie Pa'aco and the Occidental formance of the contract. Sealed bids
are to be directed to the City Clerk,
bt'"ancis. a modern
destroving any uniformity that the building
of steel and stone, is located an(1 marked "Bid for City Printing,
blocks might have. Mission street, anUnion square.
and must be In the hands of the Clerk
other chief highway, describes a on Tho
leading theaters are the Co- not later than 12 o'clock noon Monlonm lu ned arc.
day. April 30th, 1906.
All bids must
There uije a total of ioO miles of lumbia, California. Alcazar and the specify
the amount to be charged per
Grand opera house. The Orplieum and
streets open to travel.
brevier inch for the first Insertion, and
Frame buildings are used largely. Fischer's are dedicated to vaudeville. sc
much charged for subsequent InserExcellent timber Is abundant and the Tho Tivoll, Central and Graumau's tions,
and to be based on tho printing
patronage.
popular belief has been that the frame cater to
of ordinances, proclamations, notices,
Many Clubs,
building Is better adapted to the pecSan Francisco's clubs are well etc. Job work to be on find letter
uliar conditions of San Francisco than
one-ha500 envelopes,
sheet
stone or brick. Figures gathered in housed. The Bohemian has a mem- - head,
d
sheet blanks and
P.tuii showed 50,594
frame buildings ershlp of artists and literary people blanks,
sheet blanks, for the first
I'he wealthy citizens are members of
Kiiu only SMI stone aim uricK uuilU-inpeach subsequent loo, and
the Pacific Union.
Jews form the 100, and for
membership of the Concordia and till other necessary Job work. Rids to
Afraid of Earthquakes.
on first class stock for
f late years, steel
and concrete Vereln. Of t ho women's clubs, the tie based printing.
ciiii'i
ion has been used more gen- chief are the Century, Sorosis, Forum,
HARRY F. LEE, Clerk.
eral, y and the' wooden buildings are Outdoor Art League, and California.
o
beitii i placed by more suhMantial
The assessed value of all property Proposals for Feeding City Prisoners.
ens; ruction.
March 1, 1!U3, was $ I?$,OmO,oiiO.
Sealed bids for the furnishing of
l'.inh tremors have been unknown
The population lias grown rapidly, meals to the City prisoners and takin the past.
In
Occasional mild earth-0- 'i reaching
Of that ing tare of and cleaning City Buildll'no.
far restrained the propensity numbir, the nationalities were. Orl- ing will be receivid by the City Counto ii
eans,
kyscrapers.
1M: Irish. IS. or,:!; English. cil, to lie opened at Special or Regular
'I'! '' test ixciption to the rule was Switch
nnd Welsh. 12. 341': Italians. .Meeunt', i'; t,e nebi on or alter April
the San
Daily
Chronicle. ".."on, and Chinese, 13. Hal. These last .bull, 1906. Kach biddrr will be re
Grow:!,- venturesome,
more
the ii e in a dint inet quarter.
quired to desposit a certified check
of ten dollars, payable to the City, to
insure the good faith of tl.e "bid.
'('hecks to be returned to the bid ler
when contract is entered into.
Said
contract, to be
to the lowest ami
best bid tef nieal. aM bids subject to
rejection by tho Council. Contract to
run for one year, from May Dili, I'.ioi;.
The City
are 'to i eon- (sideied a part of Hi's, adwr:
jnnd r.'l bid shall be iu accordance
v

No. 423.

7:30 a m
12:51 p m
11:00 a m Lv
3:00 p m

HARRY F. LEE, Clerk.
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Stations.

am

3:00

4:35 a m

City.

San Francisco is built on a penin-- ,
sula. The waters of the Pacific ocean
and the bay of San Francisco wash Its
frontage.
.,n .,..-- ,.f .17 enntll-f- Tllltoa tllO
site of the cVt

Westbound.

No. 426.

east ol

to Los Angeles.
to San Francisco.
to Los Angeles and
E. PURDY. Agent.
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PROF.

J. D. Emmons

By Philip Reese Uhler. LL. D.
Provost IVaUiily Institute, volcano ex
pert and noted author of
ilouical
and other scientific works.

Is the best
food nia.lo.

Colo, phone, Red 177.
Auto phone, 474.
Cor. Ccal Ave. and Zd 51.
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Meat Market

Into Yours:

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
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TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

i Albuquerque

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agent.
Mount Ktna, or Mongibello, as the
T
?
)
i )
Albuquerque,
H. M.
Italians call it. Is the largest active
MOUNT ETNA'S ERUPTIONS.
Automatic Photic, 199.
volcano In Europe, and certainly
Ti. C. 4G7
bears the palm for destructlvencss.
First one recorded.
Besides Its record that of Vesuvius "' B. C. 40 (i to A. n. 1 Ten
pales perceptibly. The total number "' eruptions.
of its known victims Is considerably
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a goof
a. u. in;:i C.tana destroyed;
over ,50.000, and unrecorded eruptions
lo,ool killed.
4 tuncn and encnuadas on the Mexicat
ages ago may have claimed tens of
A. IX 1G27 Two villages bur- - 4 style, go to South Third street, corae:
or silver avenue, no. 215. will b
thousands more. An old tradition Is
led; many killed.
A. U. 1G99 Catania damaged;
served promptly at any hour of tht
that this volcano Is connected with
nlghL Prices will be from 25c to Wc
20,000 killed.
Vesuvius underground.
Rising 10,800 feet from the eastern
A. D. 1C93 Over 20,000 killed.
!M. GRENADINO & CO.
sea coast of Sicily, Mount Etna towA. D. 1852
Violent eruption.
ers snow capped and Isolated. There
A. I). 1864-Trifling eruption.
IS. PEACH & CO.
are other mountains In Sicily, but
A. D. 1S79
Many farms deso- - 1
they are separated from It by deep,
lated. .
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
wide valleys. At its base Mount Etna
A. n. 1SSG
Ordinary eruption.
has a clrcumferance of about ninety '
A. D. 18'J2 Latest
Auto, 'phone, 437; Colo., Red 61.
eruption,
miles.
not Important.
Office 212 W. Gold Ave.
It Is a lava cone of rather regular
outline, but serried with mammoth slope. There is an observatory mainfissures and about. 200 small cones, a tained on tho plateau below the main
few being about 700 feet high
crater.
rhe crater is In the highest cone. A highly cultivated region, varying
which rests upon a wide terrace, in breadth from two miles to ten, sur
UP TO DATE SIGNS
which evidently marks the site of a rounds the mountain.
The nearest
iunuer crater, a lormer center olilarire town la Catania, population
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
eruption is a great amn theater with ir,0(inn
it
a seaport, and the third
sides 3,000 feet high cm the eastern largest cltv In bicily
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We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
RAILROAD

NOTES

rnuspri

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gnral Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS

t

LAP ROBES

larirp sanitariums,

Carriage Co

MT. ETNA, CHAMPION WORLD DEATH DEALER

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES
A N D

"RSc5oR0?"

Pocket

before the eruption,
but there was no way In which the
debtee (.f its violence could be fore-- ,

CURE BARGAINS IN

n,uI il

Out of Ouri

just

v

jftit

ll,

Tlie most interesting query In c in- neciion with the eruption of Vesuvius
U whether the disturbances there will
have any effect upon any other vol- canos, especially Mount Ktna, as
these two mountains are supposed to
he connected.
The seismograph in the asironom- ical observatory near
the volcano
and the one In Naples Indicated ills- -

Wcct Erd Viaduct.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking.
We nav
aided to our already well equipped lautidery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. Wia we are through wlta them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to
and we will straighten them out for you.

keeping the stomach, liver and bowels In perfect order. You'll agree with
her If you try these painless purifiers
that Infuse new life. Guaranteed by
all druggists. Price 2e.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
THIRD STREET
f''"'- l,',ssl,,I,
ho" 11
terminal.
When we have a ureat flro in pro- -Kri.ss nwnv n tho interior of the earthnd Salt Meats.
and this flro is being fed constantly All Kinds of Frsh
Steam Sausage Factory.
by t he settlements of the earth and
by the combination ff electrical forces
EMIL KLEINWORT,
ami gases, it Is impossible to say just
how soon it will burn Itself out. and Masonic Building, Norm Third Street.
subside.
or
We d.i not kr.nw the quantity
i
finality of the material that feeds this
THE CELEBRATED
Are. After It Is all over it Is possible
for scientists to make calculations
from the amount of material burned
811(1 from other results, as to the de- Our Top Buggies and.
preo of heat and the violence of the
Kunabouts must move
phenomena, but very little can be done
We need the floor
during the outbreak.
space lor another car.
When there is a preat amount of
It's a time to help!
electrical force, the eruption is likely
yourself by helping us.
to be accompanied by more violent
RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00; now
$46.00 to $108.00
explosions than when steam alone acBottled in Bond.
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00,
companies the disturbance.
we are aiao quoung very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes, Con-The general theory is that when
the eruption and explosions are very
v rttn tnr rntnirnriia
9
nrlM
violent, they will, by their own
lence, expend their material and burn
Distill,
themselves out more quickly than
X
FRANKFORT, KT.
when the fire is merely a slow one.
Corner First and Tijeraa Road.
,o1,1,

UHLER, VOLCANO
AND
GEOLOGICAL
EXPERT OF PEA- BODY INSTITUTE, SAYS THE
MOST
INTERESTING
POINT
NOW IS WHETHER THE VESUVIUS DISTURBANCE
WILL EXTEND TO OTHER VOLCANOS.
HARD TO TELL MUCH ABOUT
THE VOLCANOS.

Wholesale and Retail.

Lucky Postmistress.

is Mrs. Alexander of Cnry, Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Plils to
be the best remedy she ever tried for

TOJESUVIUS' EXPLODE?

CIRCULATION

'r'-CVV-'-

SEVEN

PAGE

him to

nn- -

dertake to establish another. It la
not his desire to come into competi-itiowith the fraternal sanitarium.
which has been turned over to the
management of two national fraternal
oi gantzauons oi me unuen siaies.
Mr. Eidson notified associates
in
St. Louis that he had received suffl
cient funds to enable him to arrange
ut once for the sanitarium. The pro- uioniunuu uao uul uctti uc,,- uuu Aimuuguiuu wu
"i-iwere second and third choices
respectively, when a selection of the,
gite () the fraternal Banitarluni
ma,ie ami thev will b considered in
HEADED
-connection with the proposed
t
tjon
n

Acme Is to be the name of the new
cement town tnat win oe mini i" summer on the Pecos Valley & Northeastern railway, eighteen miles norm
of Roswell. The railroad is building
a switch at this point, where large ce-- ;
o u
meni neus uie iwicu
cement, mm is i" ue uum.
D. L. Batchclor, who has be n Santa:
has
re station agent at Salina, Kan.,
SCREEN TIME
been promoted to be station agent at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Is here. Door and Window
Las Vegas, X. M. J. A. Davis, the
agent at McPherson, succeeds mm.
screens made to order.
HIS OLD HAUNTS
Ag-n- t
(Small Holding Claim No. 1C00.)
Conway, of . Minneapolis, takes
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Mr. Davis' place, and E. A. Pertine, Caught Cold While Hunting a Burg-the- .
relief agent from Xewton. takes
!ar.
ESCAPED CONVICT FROM CANON
nl?Pfflcc' Santa Fe- - N'M-CIT- Y OCXDOCOCOOCXOOCOOOOOCOOOO
Mr. Conway's place temporarily.
Mr. Wm. Thos. I.anorgan, provm- PENITENTIARY
BELIEVED
V
PIONEER BAKERY
m
cial constable at Cliapleau, Ontario.
N,otice 13 hereby given that the fob
TO BE IN NEW MEXICO.
Ask for"Mileage Book.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
lowing named claimant has filed no- "I rantrht a severe colli whil
snR:
In response to a demand from trav- lnintin a hurelar in the forest swainn
(Succebsor to Balling Bros.)
A Trinidad dispatch says that It is tlco of his intention to make final
ellng men over all western states for lagt fa,
Hearing
of his claim under
of
Cbamb3rhiin's
believed
C. F. Putnam, the trusty proof In support
that
,
r
.
.
.
fi'itn
UUk.ikii
at
tuknlr
fulfil
k
.. U,..U-,...1uvjix v
' . - - cough Kemeuy. l tnaa it. and af'er w ho escaned from Canon Cltv. Aur
jo and 17 or the act of March WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY we a est re patronage ana we guarcents a mile, good on trains or all usinK tw0 smal, i,onIeSi x was com-il- l,
taking' with him Warden Cleg-- 1 3. 1S91 (20 Stats., 854), aa amended
roads, the Western Passenger as.soela- -' p,etelv cureav This remedy is In- -; horn's carriage and horses is milking by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 antee lirst class baking.
Albuquerque.
tion to 'ay decided to approach the ;temled eBpeclally
for coughs and for his former haunts in the bills of Stats., 470), and that said proof will 207 S. First Street.
railroaus for concessions. It Is said co(a
jt wi:j noson and relieve a northern New Mexico. D. P. Van Bus- - 'e made before the United States
th-proposed book Is impossible, but severe cold in less time tnan by any kirk, a guard at the penitentiary, was Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
book other treatment and is a favorite, in Trinidad, yesterdav, and stated that
;t H I'orosod to sell .1 2,(Mi0-miMexico, on May 10, iy06. viz:
at v)0, with a rel)ate of ?9.50. l he w herever its superior excellence has Put nam mid n nmnmnion
worn tr.mk-- Adelaida S. rin Otero fnr the int 1 PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
present rate is ?f,o, with a rebate of; ijePorne known. For sale by all drug- - od to a nolnt near Pueblo where thev sections 12 and IS. townshin 7 nnrth'
BRUSHES.
$19.50. Another proposition contem Gists.
crossed the Arkansas River, and It is range 2 east, and sections 7 sml is.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
plates reducing the mileage of the
7
township
range
they
believed
passed
north,
some distance
3 east, and uusicrs, W hips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
. x
eredentiiil mileage book from 4.000 to nvuer
w
n
2,
ii
lot
east
12
Saturday,
of
13
sections
irmidad, sometime
ntuiitu
and
township 7 metto Hoof Paint; lasts five years and
3,000. Both plans are to reduce the
Llnul,rc mniiMt jum intnam's companion is believed to be north, ranee east,
and lot 2. sec- - stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
amount of money the traveling men
'boon after the first linotype type- - John Mayo, who Is wanted in Los Ani- - tions
IS,
township 7 north. Peits.
and
must tie up for a long time without setting machine was installed in New mas county, Colorado on the charge range 3 east, of S. H. C. No. 1C00.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
aay returns.
.Mexico," said former Delegate Rodeyjof horse stealing,
Ho names the following witnesses
tonight,
went
myself
"a
A.
friend
to
prove
and
I
TOT
GRAOI
his actual continuous adverse
OF RAILWAY
CONVENTION
over
the newspaper oltice where
MERCHANT TAILORING
Possesion of said tract for twenty Dealers in Groceries, provisions. Hay,
FOREMEN AT ST. LOUIS. it wastoworking
a
and
look
years
took
at
it.
next preceding the survey of
The next annual convention of the it 's a wonderful machine as everyGrain and Fuel.
OVER NO. ?no wfst ule 'ounsuip. viz
International Railway General Fore-men- body
line of Imported Wines, Liquors
My friend was much UPSTAIRS.
linows.
Placldo Salazar y Otero, of Albu- Fine
RAILROAD
'association will be beld at St. impressed. He
BAM- AVENUE,
and Cigars. Place your orders for
ma- walked around
the
querqtte,
N. M.; Jesus Salazar y Otero
BINI,
PROPRIETOM.
I.ouls. beginning on Tuesday. May tliiim n,l Innbo.l
j
this line with us.
In or peralta. N. M .: Ilicinio Chavez, of
" '
,
This is one of the newest or- - """t
J"
NORTH THIRD STREET.
My merchant tailoring etiep is up-eralta, N. M.; Jesus Garcia, of Al
ganizations in the railroad world, and 'Gee, whiz.
is an Intelligent ma
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave-- buquerque, N. M.
its membership includes general fore- chine. Ain'tThat
7.
that the derndest most nue, where I solicit the patronage of Any person who desires to protest
men, superintendents
of shops,
INSURANCE,
intelligent
you ever did see? the public. All work guaranteed first against the allowance of said proof,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
foremen, machine foremen, It's plumb machine
human.'
PUBLIC.
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex or who knows of any substantial rear
round house foremen, and assistants
"Finally he was overcome b- his perlence in the business. Suits made son under the laws and regulations Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
of railway locomotive repair shops. At admiration. He took off his hat and
Automatic Telephone, 174.
the coming convention there will he a made a low bow to the machine and to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and of the interior department whv such
ihe specific I use will not proof should not be allowed, will be OOCXDCOCOCOCXXXXXDCXXJOCOCC
general exchange of views along lines said: 'We certainly would feel highly repaired,
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments given an opportunity at the above
pertaining to railway locomotive shep
Best American Block
cieanea ana walking skirts made mentioned time and place to cross- practices.
ponsnnt n 'nmn
r
Give me a trial.
examine
witnesses
the
of
claimsaid
with us."' N. V. World.
O. BAMBINI.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
1EW SUPERINTENDENT
nneumai.am MaKes Life Miserable. Suffered for Five Years With Kidtiev of that submitted bv claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
OF BIG LAND GRANT
A nappy home is the most valuable
ann
Register.
possession that is within the reach
"r eufferpH fnr va vBr. nh vi,i.
Linus Shields, recently an attache of mankind, but you cannot enjoy its nev and liver trouble which caused
1-- 2
"What
makes the comedian so
. J . i lie jULai Odin. IV liviojjuni, una
Duut.-iji- i
' - J
jwn
tKUIU severe pains across the
and a giouchy today?"
signed hia position 'there to accept rheumatism. You throw aside busi-th- e blinding headache. I hadback
dyspepsia
"He's all broken up over a news
COKE - MILL WOOD
position of superintendent of the rtess cares when you enter your home and was so constipated that I could paper
criticism. His rolu is that of a;
Canyon de Sun Diego land grant in ana 5 on can be relieved from those Tint tnrn-i- l mt l.nwll
m
KINDLING
very
paper
0110
bad actor, and
said:
Sandoval county, as is made manifest rneumatlc pains also by applying thartie.
I was cured bv Chamber-b- y
the following circular which has Chamberlain s Pain Halm. One np- - Iain's Stomach and Liver"Tablets and he played the part naturally."
will give you relief and its 'have been well now
just been issued by the Jemez Land Plication
six months"
A Chicago man had bet $33,000 he
.
..ur-- usu ior a snort time will says Mr. Arthur S. forStrickland
company:
of w ill tell no lie for a year. No, he
COTM 'PHONES
All persons Interested are hereby br ng about a permanent cure. For Chattanooga. Tenn. For sale by all doesn't work fur the Standard
Oil
notified that Mr. Linus Shields has sale by a.l druggists.
druggists
company.
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXDCXDCOCOCOCC
been appointed superintendent of the
Canyon.de San Diego hind grant, situate in the county of Sandoval, terzxz'Ziirritory of New Mexieo. Mr. Shields has
.Krrirst. rfauthority to issue permits for grazing
cattle, horses, sheep, goats and other
animals under regulations similar to
those governing the forest reserves;
i:4 Him
also to rent lands capable of fanning
under
rnbsi :ind reerulal ions and
charges to be established by the coin- pany. lie will also sen nrewood rrom
the "down" or dead limber, and also
live timber fit for posts or timber, but
1
no young timber will be sold under
any cii umstance.
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Both Phones

Third and Marquettt

Wc Do Yotir Blacksmith Work Right I

lM.lTt-l.j- j

!v

tit

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
HORSESHOEING DEPART

OUR
MENT.

HARNESS REPAIRING AND CAR
RIAGE

Lucero

TRIMMING.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
WITH US.

J. KORBER

FIG-UR-E

& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER ATE.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO.

mi

RUPPE

B.

paESCBlPTlONS R1SHT

NEXT

TO BANK Or

COMMERCE

'

203 W. Ralitoaa Arn.

At Consistent Priccj

'

I

1.

AT

1

A. D. JOHNSON,

Genera

I'cniractor
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Thos. F. Keleher

r,,D

'I

j
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A, SLEYSTER

1

-

"

COML
$5.75 Per Ton

$3.00 Per

Ton

1

W.H.Hatn&Co

'

I

sttzs

n

JEMKZ

LAND COMPANY.

RENTALS

AND

and

Ranches
?

S

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALtiUQUERQUE . . . . N.

RANKIN
PADPCT

PICAWIWf!

Cnr

Q

M. O

CO.

LOANS

Automatlo phono 451.
Room 10. N. T. Jrmljo Building

f

THORNTON 1h
Cleans everything.
He is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

ia2
C. PRATT & CO.
Established In

F.

&

X

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.

Irrigating Plants a Specialty.
Auto, phone, 308; Colo. Red, 131.
CTCAM

8
Farms 8
.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im

Albuquerque

Novelty

Works

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
Just received, large Bhipmeiit of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of-- all
kinds. Before buying irivo us a call.
321

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building Assocbv
tion, Office at 217 West RaJlroad

boden's Granite Flour.

M.

Staple and Fancy

DRAGOIE

Dealer! In
Groceries
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
HUlaboro Creamery Butter Best on Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, an4
Karth.
all kind of Fresh Meat.
Free Delivery, 300 North Broadway, Corner of WashOrders Solicited.
214 South Second Street.
ington Avenue. ALB U QUERU E, N. M.

riK'ifftr

9

fie Futuzc Railfcad Mehopolis of New Mexico
Lu&aicd on the Belen Cui-o- ff
of The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe zatEway
m

j2j

ANOTHER SANITQRIL'M INj

SUNSHINE TERRITORY'
W. R. EIDSON, OF ST. LOUIS, AT
WORK FOR THE ESTABLISH
j
MENT OF A SECOND GREAT

39loa is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

N--

STITUTION.
It is lii.tly that New Mexico
have another large
I"rilS(
e iisutiiptivi s. This time it is to he'"?;
Hi Cfiit ;
upon tinive plan.
it.
news from St. Louis is that
Ellison, past pivsi.Un; of the Assoa.
who.
ciated Fraternities of
with several other well known per
sons was Instrumental in establishing
a fraternal sanitarium for eonsunip-- l s w
lives in New Mexieo several months!
ano in New York enuaaed in raisins!
funds f r anot:ir sanitarium, to bej
plan..
conducted on the
sanitarium is at I. as
The fraternal
Vegas, and will be ready to receive
patients by July 1.
Mr. Kidson was Impressed with the V
A
ne essity of a sanitarium which would
be ien for consumptives who are
m
not connected with the fraternities.
The additional fact that several cities of New Mexico offered pood inl
ducements for the t stablihhnient

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

w'":l

Am-rie-

8ua3,

8

S3:
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"

8

Mver.

&

Real Estate!

j

le

Wootton

Of l.nno

business sad residence lots, size 25xH2 feet. laid out with broad 8u and 70 toowith alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful like and public park and Brand old fcade trees; publle eboo) Home, ecu-ma population of 1.500 Inhabitants:
largest nur .,:!! rst jl,ito1,n,nto t v,.w tprlrn- thn Tielpn Patent Wrilio mtn n.nacnv ir,n
HbIIt-- .
t,r
ih
largest shipping point for woo!, fl jur. wheat, wine, lar. .ir.d hay in Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a preat commercial railroad city In the near future cannot ba eitlmated
lUUuriCti. ttc. Belen la

;iiC0; churchei, Coir.tuercial club;

,pr'j

-

te

I.L
:"F

ii

F9T

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

cered are In the center of tho city, well graded, (main- of them Improved
U.;ci yard, druu ftore. hamesi utop, etc, etc. Also a
modern net

cultivation

i

;

GO OVER

no eanil or gravel.

f

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, CAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flrst-cla- e

bakery, tailor ilaop, loee house. Jeweler, plumbing

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LO.v AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERPECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

iio,

alanlng

mUl,

DEEDS

The Belen Toun and Bmnravememt IGnmnam

JOHN BECKER, President

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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cent niptnW of the board.
a
Cams, of Albuquerque,

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

Corns and Bunions Cured
BY A SURE METHOD
fitting ii org nre a source of woo. When they are big:,
It Is friction;
when they nro small, It Is pinching.
Our shots, on account of their perfect fitting qualities,
never abuse the feet.
They Rive relUf tfive it, too, without sacrifice of style. In
fact, tin y are a combination of comfort and beauty, that It will
pay you to investigate.
111

SHOES

MEN'S

$1.25 to $4.00

MEN'S OXFORDS

$1.65 to $3.50

WOMEN'S

SHOES

$1.50 to $4.00

WOMEN'S

OXFORDS

$1.50 to $3.50

CHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS

$1.50 to $2.50

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery stor"e, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

Mfes
Uy.V.f

..1.'.',--

F. F. TROTTER

'oS...

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynard Co.
ARE EXCLUSIVE

OF

REPRESENTATIVES

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Plckard Hand Painted China.
Each In its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete." Tis a
good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

Do You Use

SECOND

8TREET.

a Fountain Syringe

If not, you may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us Saturday, March 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:
Quart
Quart
4-- Quart
2- -

3- -

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

65c
75e
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J. H. O'RIELLYGQ, Druggists

LUMBER,

-

Barnsit Building

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

?1H

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Wo Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

and

The day has been very pleasant, and
the streets are drying up rapidly
from the mud produced by the recent
rain,

,
Klizaboth n. Tienhoitz, of Fort
is registered at the Alvarado.
John S. Ileavm. of tlie CInrkvilie
coal yards, Is In Gallup on business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Huckel. of (lie
Harvey curio and news service, are
replstered nt the Alvarado.
Mrs. J. It. Fnrwell is enjoyins a
visit from lier mother, Mrs. II. 1.
McCaffrey, who arrived on the flyer
today from Oswego, N. V.
Mrs. Gregory Pago returned to
tn1ay on the California limited,
after having spent several days in the
city, the guest of friends.
Prof. George Ixo Pnttcrson, Instructor of biarnard & Lindemann's
Ikijs, announces that he Is now prepared to provide at least twenty-fivyoung musicians with Instruments.
Tho California press train, whlcTi
has been on a tour of Mexico, will arrive from El Paso tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. The train consists
of six cars and carries over 100 California newspaper men.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Plandford left
the clly tho other evening for
where Mr. Blandford will take
charge of tho Itoswell business of
the Mutual Benefit Ufe Insurance
company, of which V. J. Cardwell is
the general agent, with headquarters
in this city.
Street Commissioner TIerney Is
busy today with men and teams filling up the mud holes that abound In
all the streets ns a result of the
heavy rains. Dirt and gravel from
the mesa Is being dumped In by the
wagon load, which Is all very well
until the next rain comes.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Whiteside, who
have been on a visit to friends at Ga
lena, Kan., are in the city, returning
to their home at Copperton. Miss
Mablo Carpenter, of Galena, accompanies them, and will spend same
time at Copperton visiting.
Adolfo Salas, the postmaster and
general merchant nt Chllill, Is In the
city on business, having purchased
yesterday and today several wagon
loads of goods from our local whole
sale merchants. He reports the Chllill section of country in a very pros
perous condition this spring.
traveling passenger
C. V. Ocok,
agent for tho Santa Fe. who came
down from Las Vegas last night, says
that the rain which fell here yesterday developed into snow farther
north. There was quite a fall of
snow nt Las Vegas, and a north wind
made the weather very disagreeable.
Fred S. Hopping and Miss Anna T.
Sampson were united In marriage
ast evening nt the Sampson home.
Rev. J. W. Iiarron, officiating. Doth
parties are well
he contracting
known In this city, the bride being
tho daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Sampson.
Tho happy couple will make
their future home at COO South Edith
Hay-ard-

Gal-rtu-

p

e

Ros-wel-

l,

street.

formerly steward
Robert
at the Alvarado liotel, but who for
the past two years has been traveling for a wholesale tea and coffee
house out of San Francisco, is in
the city, and is exceedingly blue. Mr.
Steen s firm lost ttielr valuable nouse
in tho fire, and as a consequence, he
is out of a situation. He has been un
able to hear from any of the nrm.
Mrs. Vv M. MeClellan, who has
heen stonnlnc at Oakland, Cal., with
relatives for the past few months, has
returned to the city, and is stopping
with Mrs. M. P. Stamm, on South
Seoend street. Mrs. MeClellan left
Oakland the dav before the catas
trophe, thus escaping the earthquake.
was
a Miort ttmp aeo The Citizen
called upon to chronicle the death of
,ir MfrMpiin. which occurred at
Oakland.
Snnorlntendent Etter of fhe Rio
r.rando division of the Santa Fe, an
nounced today that Santa Fe trainsi.
are entering nnd leaving point uitu-mnnrPal., thirteen miles from San
Francisco, on schedule time, and passengers are ferried directly to thewharf, 'but the author!son wnnris
Aiinwln? none to land this
io
morning. How long landing would be
prohibited, Mr. Etter was

IMPROVING

THEIR PROPERTY ON THE MESA
MORE TREES
SIX HUNDRED
JUST RECEIVED AND WILL BE
PLANTED AT ONCE.
Agricultural Turk assoThe Mi'i-119 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE
ciation has Just received a car load of
Auto. Phona 118,
ijiki Mm,!,, trns. winch they have romoved tr their park on the mesa and
v.ln'ch 1n v will plant nt once. A 15- - H
hurso power en nine has also been
set
tip
lu
taken to the site and will
:it one,, in order to pump wal'r for
Irrigation purposes. With the moistGold Avenue
ure that N already in the ground,
the trees t lus-- have been planted and Glasses
the trees now being bet. out will
have sufficient water to make them Adjusted.
grow rapidly, and the grounds will
soon be taking cm a beautiful appearance. All AlbtiqurrqucRTis nnd others
driving on the mesa. a:v cordially ex- LENSES GROUND ON PREMISES
tended an Invitation to drive over
to the park nnd try the new
speedway which lias already been
TICKETS EOUGHT. SOLO S3
completed.
AND EXCHANGED
two-mil-

sJtTm

..nJi-r.i.

I

Hart, Schaffer & Marx make
this style to perfection; and
we have it in a variety of
Every Raiment bearing their
laliel H absolutely all wool, and
tailored as It ought to be. If
you come in and try on one of
these suits, you'll buy It.

ri,V.

H. S. 4,

I

'ir-.3

-.-

SUITS,

M

$15 to 30

1

ESTABLISHED BY
UNION
THIS MORNING AT 8
35
REGULAR
CENTS DINNER.
O'CLOCK
PEOPLE RECEIVED
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
GREATEST
NEWS WITH
E
ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12

:

Simon Stern
fc

r

THE

I

W

NOON TO 2 P. M.

The Railroad Ave. ClotM:r
It was willi a great sigh of relief
that Albuquerqueans
learned today,
Subscribe for Tho Citizen and get
through Tlie Evening Citizen's bulle- tho news.
tins, that the Western Union Telegraph company had established communication with San Francisco, direct, this morning, and that messages,
the first Mure the wires went down
shortly after the earthquake, were received in this city at 8 o'clock this
morning. Although they were through
messages. Manager Gargan received
instructions to put on all the extra
Pi'Kins the Bargain Event, that will bring hundreds to the Kempenich Store. The price reductions are conmen he ould secure, and later in tne
siderable, many of the waists and suits belns priced at less than ths cost of the materials.
The savings for
day, messages began arriving direct
tho women of this city from this sale will amount to hundreds of dollars.
from San Francisco, foi Albuquerque,
ans.
WHITE WAISTS.
White Lawn Waists and also Batailor made; extraordinary value
At 10:30 o'clock this morning the
at
tiste Waists, with five rows of
$2.48
White Waists of plain and mercerFostal company announced that they
embroidery nnd lace
$1.23
very
ized Madras; well tailored, at
White
Lawn
Suit,
trimmed
were receiving messages from OakWhite Dotted Swiss Waists, tuck93c
handsomely with embroldei and
land, but that up to that time no diined,
embroidery
wide
lace
and
White Lawn Waists, neatly tucked,
Only
tucked.
52.48
rect communication had been estabsertion, our regular $2.50 seller.
and Chambray Waists, pink and
lished with San Francisco.
White
aist.
special,
Very
Suits,
tucked,
Lawn
$1.48
at
blue, at
98c
Waist, with tucks
and Skirt trimmed with fine wide
For perfect comfort buy a pair of
WJiite Lawn Waists, also Imported Tan India Linen
embroidery and lace. Our $5.00
and three rows embroidery inour women's dainty Pandau Slippers,
Linen Waists, Ince and embroid!cial
seller. For this sale,
sertion of same color. Only $1.23
ery trimmed, at
Soft Kid Slippers, light hand turned
95c
.
3.43
at
Other Waists, made of Imported
soles, plain toes, no heels, with a big
Fine, sheer, black Indian Linen
Lawn, Patiste, and Lingerie and Beautiful White Lawn Suit or no la
silk tassel on the vamp. They look
Waists, with fine, narrow tucks
Silk, ranging in price from $1.75
dressy aud wear well. Price, only
Linen Suit, with hand err
and best black Lace Insertion:
to $7.50, but worth $3.00 to $10.00
$1.25. C. May's shoo store, 314 West
regular $1.75, now
$1.25
ered collar; very daintily
WASH SUITS.
White Lawn Waists, with all over
med, with embroidery band
Railroad avenue.
Embroidery, and tucked; well
lace bands. Worth $7.50. Very
Suits made of Novelty Suitings,
special at ..:
gray mixed; buttons game color;
$3.93
worth $2.00; special at
$1.25
FIND THE CtilCKtRING
HVU

SIJS

WHITE3 WAIST and SUIT
THURSDAY, APRIL 19th

222 West Railroad

Wherever you go, you will find the
piano store that represents dickering & Sons to be the best place to
look for pianos of less expensive
grade.
The name Checkering is in itself
almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
Its advice as to the other maEes it
handles. In New Mexico the Check
ering is represented solely by
THE WH1TSON MUSIC CO.
TOO LATE

L. KEMPENICH

Avenue

N. M.

tTcUSSIFY

HARDWAR

WANTED
Girl
for general house
807 South Edith street.
work
.

WANTED A man to take charge of
a place In the country. Thomas J.
Topham.

FOR SALE Roll top and flat top
desks; book ease;
letter press;
chairs and office table. Room 5,
National Bank building.
SPECIAL SALE.
lis Newton Creamery Butter. . .55c
15c
California Pears
cans Apricots
25c
2 10. .nt. pkgs Cold Water Starch 15c
Set; us for tents and all kinds ot
canvas gcods.
3 lories of Chow-Cho25c
Laree pke of Oatfiake
25c
pkgs of Force
25e
Figs, per pkg
9c
Ar you using our burlap sack roast
you
are missing a
ed Coffee? If not,
good tiling.
Large can of Cream
0c
?,'c can of Baking Powder
30c
25c
cans of Clams
Soup, per' can
8c
Fly time Is coming. We sell the
wire, spring hinges, etc., and sell
them reasonable, too.
10c
Chilimae, per pkg
25c
pkgs of Gelatine
SATURDAY'S

uo

C

U

U

r1

HOSE, FLORALSETS
LAWN MOWERS, REFRIGERATORS, ICE
CREAM FREEZERS,
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, PLUMBERS
AND TINNERS, ETC.

o

C

Q ou

w

O

-

pkgs

ALBUQUERQUE.

Whitney Company

U3, ti5,

25c

Grape-Nut- s

3 o
'

1

rri

3
n
ci
O

3

40 J, 403 North First Street

M South First Street

S.VANN&SON
VANN
7.
PURE DRUGS
DOCTOR OF OPTICS

10c
Pumpkin, per can
We carry tep ladders, in all sizes.
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor.

.

.

6HUR-O-

N

Fine Jewelry

J

Stationery

Lowney's Candles

naar established optician in the city
Room lO, Whiting Blk.

Appointment

Mado

at Vann'a Drug Store.

Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.

PJlctPtiTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to

CHOICE OAT HAY.
THE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
b02 SOUTH FIRST ST.

P o

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

HOUSE FOR REN1
AND
FURNITURE OF SAME FOf
SALE. FINE LOCATION;
GREAT
BARGAIN. APPLY O. W. STRONG'S

H

E. J. POST & COMPANY

Wholesale

Wholesale
and Retail

CO.,

and Retail

ROOMING

ICE CREAM

o

SAVE YOUR CHICKS BY USING
OUR SPECIAL CHICK FOOD AND
LICE KILLER. THE CLARKVILLE

PRODUCE
STREET.

CO., 602 SOUTH

..JUST RECEIVED...

A

r.
I.

t'rWiCAPS-- all

FIRST

g
R

!.-- 5.

are making window screens all
together, and as strong as
A
r f.ir 7 cents a sa'i;ir' funt.
or
'ilnor,
u
that
'.." 'iMnut nnv door (.hipped in here
t'se oast", together wiih tiim-fo- r

GARDENTOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

TIME IS COMING.
!uv screens, 7 cents per foot
ino mado door, with trimmings.

'':.

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

SCREEN
W

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

REFRIGERATORS

SON 3.

122
S. Second

V,v

A good many men like the
sack coat with a shaped back;
ue yon uo.

Association Office
Transactions
Guaranteed
STRICKEN CITY
J 8 W. R. fi. Aie.
ROSENFIElD'S,
THE WESTERN

WITH

Young Men's Long Pant Suits, in neat
mixtures, from $6.50 to $15.00 per suit.

E.L WASHBURN CO.

--

Sack

R.R

DIRECT COMMUNICATION

Sailor Blouse and Nobby Double-breaste- d
Suits at $1.50 to $6.00 are on display.

110
West Gold

Form Fitting

I

e

ri,,r.

CHILDREN'S and BOYS'
the novelties at from 50 cents to $1.50.

I

IIS

OUR
FEED
SPECIAL CHICK
Tho.' Vuw Mexico. Ontometry board WILL SAVE YOUR YOUNG CHICKS.
i
i
a,.UKin todftv in the office of THE CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.,
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
President Sam Vahn. in the Whiting
o
building. Officers were c.ectea
FOR TODAY:
SPRING
RESH
president:
Vann.
T.
S.
follows:
BROILERS,
LAMB,
DUCKS,
nrpsidont. and O,
CHICKENS,
TURKEYS,
xV..nr
u..V.r,.tnrv.
The first named GEESE.
,'.m..., J
rpMiienta of Albuquerque SALMON, STEAKS, "SEALSHIPT"
POINTS.
resides at Silver BLUE
secretary
whilo the
STRAWBERRIES,
CALIFORNIA
only
ab
was
the
City. Mr. Myhre
CUCUMEERS,
CELEaY,
PEAS,
GREEN
BEANS,
CHILI. STRING
AND ALL
NATIVE VEGETABLES,
KEPT FRESH AND CRISP BY OUR
FOUNTAIN.

line of

.it

BebberOpticalCo.

The line of Spring Suits in Russian Blouse,

A new

IV.

ft Ml

a

Everything for the Boys

If

The

the time to plant
Dahlias, Tuberoses, Carinas, Glad-- 1
Ions, and Pansies.
We have a flno lot of Bulbs and
Plants.

8 ST.

i-

1906."

IVES, the FLORIST

DAY AND WEATHER.
Sun rose at 5:21; will set at 6:37;
lenflth of day, 13 hours and 18 min.
ute: moon rose at 4.06 this morninq.

I. Steen.

SPRING
Is

STILL

Satur-

FRIDAY, APRIL 20,

Mr.

A

ASSOCIATION

PARK

DAY AND WEATHER.

Generally fair tonight
day; warmer.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT

PAGE

N
M

SPADESTHOVELS
RAKES

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

garden"barrows

i

$1.25.
i:iako the
I

M

regular
made M
doors that have always cost,
I
5.
$2.2
J
..In.
fur
.re $2 "0 to
H
SUPERIOR LUMBER ANDlf
PLAINirxu

ivnui.

lu,

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

-

M

NEW MEXICO
M

